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I AM PLEASED and proud to report that 1972 was 
Western's best year! Sales and profits were at an 

all-time high; we were successfully active in all 
phases of geophysical exploration during the year; 
and operations, both land and marine, continued at 
a high level throughout the free world. 

In order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness 
of our management personnel, operations supervisors, 
and data processing services in London and Perth, we 
invested this year in excellent new facilities at these 
locations. We are confident that operations in these 
promising and exciting areas will play an increas
ingly important role in our future as Western's world
wide operations expand. 

New techniques and services continue to come from 
our outstanding research and development, data pro
cessing, and interpretative groups. A very challenging 
and highly interesting new area in which Western 
has become most active involves special data acquisi
tion and interpretative studies for the location of 
nuclear reactors in water-covered areas. A second 
major new service that is causing great excitement 
in the oil and gas industry is Western's new RAP® 
data processing. RAP, Western's trademark for Rela
tive Amplitude Preservation, offers the most promising 
approach to the direct finding of hydrocarbons in the 
history of geophysical exploration. 

Western introduced to the petroleum industry in 
1972 a new computer-based digital seismic field re
cording system designed and manufactured by the 
Digital Data Systems Division of Litton. The DDS 
Model 888 COBA series provides in-the-field record
ing, summing, correlating, and processing of seismic 
data. We are confident that this new system is supe
rior in many ways to any other field system now 
available to the industry. 

While I am proud of our performance in 1972, I am 
especially pleased with the overall posture of our 
Company as we enter 1973. I feel that we are better 
prepared than ever to provide the oil and gas industry 
with the geophysical services so essential to success 
in meeting the challenge of the energy crisis. 
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Top-A view of one of the lines in the interior of the state of 
Bahia, Brazil, whe.re Party V-14 is working, shows the high "Tab
uleiro" plateau in the background and farmland in the foreground . 
Above-Four vibrators are on the line, and all systems are "go." 
Below-Tires, anyone? These Terra-Tires await use by Party V-14 . 

L AND OF SAMBA, Carnaval, reefs, pretty girls, beautiful 
scenery, Reefs, swamps, Amazon jungle, REEFS, 

deserts, and sand dunes-all describe Brazil, where four 
Western crews meet a diversity of conditions. Western's 
activities in Brazil cover many areas, from the jungles of 
the Amazon to the coral reefs of the eastern coast. Party 
V-14, working in the state of Bahia in the east, vibrates its 
way through brush-covered rolling hills; Party 179S opera
tions are located in the territory of Amapa at the mouth of 
the Amazon River; Party 179, aboard the Cynthia Walker, 
off the eastern coast between Salvador and Vitoria, must 
contend with numerous coral reefs; and Party 140 finds 
itself sloshing through the swamps near the town of Sao 
Mateus on the eastern coast. 

Western has been active in exploration in Brazil for 
several years, with Party 79 working out of various ports 
along the coast in 1968 and from 1969 to 1970. The tech
nical assistance group, Party T-1, was active at the same 
time. Party V-14 has been shattering production records 
for some time in Bahia. Our present four crews are keep
ing up the Western tradition of record production in most 
unusual conditions. 

Party V-14 continues operations in the interior of the 
state of Bahia in terrain that has been compared to that of 
west Texas or New Mexico. Ably headed by Party Chief 
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Some of Party V-l 4's local staff members are, from the left, Computer 
Adiel Deiro, Chief Surveyor Oliel Vienna, Administrator Joarez Elias 
Macedo, and Warehouseman Raimundo da Silva, at work in Bahia . 

W. L. (Lindy) Sanders, who has worked with seismic 
crews in Brazil for many years, Party V-14 is located about 
150 miles north of Salvador, the state capital of Bahia on 
the eastern coast of Brazil. The area of operation has not 
changed much since we last reported in the PROFILE almost 
two years ago. The lowlands are densely settled with small 
farms, which produce mainly beans and corn; and the hot, 
dry, brushy slopes of the higher "Tabuleiro" plateaus are 
practically uninhabited, except for a few stray goats or 
cows. The blacktop highway to the prospect area is good, 
but the roads and trails within the area are poor. 

A local staff cook poses at fly 
camp. Note the self-contained 
trailers, which allow the crew 
great flexibility and mobility. 
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Party Chief Lindy Sanders poses in front of the Party V-14 com
puting-administration office before hopping into his trusty jeep. 

The present V-14 crew location is near the town of 
Cipo, which boasts of a population of about 5,000. Our 
base camp consists mainly of tents and two large trailers, 
one for the kitchen and one for the shop ; and we have 
built several small two-wheeled trailers for parts storage, 
laundry, and labor kitchen. The camp office is a frame
work of sheet iron, corrugated roofing panels, and paim 
mats. We have the usual assortment of generating plants, 
refrigerators, deep freezer, washing machine, and radio 
transceivers. Our design is one of portability and mobility, 
with the survey group moving their line camp almost daily 



in order to follow the progress of the trail-cutting cater
pillars; base camp changes location about once a month. 
This mobility has been one of the secrets behind our con
sistently high production. 

We still have a few "charter" members of Party V-14 
with us, such as Observer John (Big John) Catron. John 
is in charge of the recording group and also occasionally 
fills in as party manager when Lindy is in town on one of 
his infrequent breaks. John hails from Missouri , but he 
apparently has adopted Brazil as his second home. Besides 
his technical contribution to the crew, Big John also pro
vides entertainment with rambling, amusing stories. If you 
ever have the opportunity, have him tell you about the 
time lightning hit the jugline while he was trying to unplug 
the cables (his version in Portuguese, the local language, is 
the best), or about seismic line 115 that descended into the 
bowels of the earth, or about the time the hill was so steep 
that the front wheels of the recording buggy came off the 
ground, or .... 

Observer Joe Chanek, who collaborates and alternates 
with John on recording duties, is originally from southeast 
Texas and has been with Party V-14 for approximately a 
year. He also spent a few months in Colombia, where he 
insisted on trying to teach the recording crew to speak 
Portuguese (to no avail ) . In the relatively short time that 
he has been on V-14 Joe has attained a high proficiency in 
operating the sophisticated equipment. He has not, how
ever, shown much proficiency in keep ing up with his count
erpart, John, in the storytelling business- but keep trying, 
Joe! 

Junior Observer W. W. (Bill) Fletcher arrived on Party 
V-14 in late July and rapidly learned instru ment operation, 
maintenance, and other duties of observers. He has also 
been struggling to pick up a little Portuguese. Originally 
from Illinois, Bill has adapted quite well to the hot, dry 
climate of the Tucano area where the crew is presently 
based. Maybe when we make our planned move to south 
Brazil, where the climate is cooler, Bill will feel a little 
more at home. 

The other "charter" member of Party V-14 is Chief 
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Mechanic George Egglestone I right) 
stops for a minute to discuss Party 
V-14' s operations with Vibrator Oper
ator Manuel Texeira. They are in the 
state of Bahia, Brazil, in terrain 
closely resembling Texas or Oklahoma. 

Above-Party V-14 Observer John Catron gets into the dog
house after making sure everything is okay on the long line 
stretching out in the background. Below-A full-time job 
is keeping the cables and flyers in good shape. Junior Ob
server Bill Fletcher seems to have his hands full of them. 
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Mechanic George Egglestone (right) 
stops for a minute to discuss Party 
V-14's operations with Vibrator Oper
ator Manuel Texeira. They are in the 
state of Bahia, Brazil, in terrain 
closely resembling Texas or Oklahoma. 
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Vibrator Mechanic Sid Johnston. Sid helped to assemble 
our vibrator units in the Galveston shop and has been with 
Party V-14 since it started in Brazil two years ago. Havin_g 
worked in Brazil before, Sid merely had to refresh his 
knowledge of the language, customs, and geography. The 
terrain here is not a great deal different from that of parts 
of his native Oklahoma. With record production over the 
last two years of operations, Sid's and his group's abilit_y 
to keep our vibrators rolling and vibrating is to be compli
mented and given much credit for our performance. 

Assisting Sid is Mechanic George Egglestone. ~eorge 
came to us from a jungle crew in the Amazon region of 
Ecuador in February 1972. He then could not even spell 
"Vibroseis"® mechanic, and "now he are one," making 
the transition from portable crew equipment to "Vibroseis" 
equipment quite effectively. Although the hot climate of 
Brazil is quite a change from George's native New Zealand, 
he has adapted quite well, probably because, as he says, 
he much prefers this type of terrain to the jungles of E~ua
dor. George also has been preparing for a long-awaited 
vacation in England. 

At break time the married Westerners on Party Y -14 
usually go to Salvador. Lindy Sanders' wife Margarida and 
their son George live there as does John Catron's wife 
Maria Jose. Both Margarida and Maria Jose are from 
Bahia. Lindy's son is known as the "Terror of Futebol" 
at school because of his proficiency in Brazil's national 
pastime, soccer. George is presently in the fourth grade at 
the local American school. The other crew members are 
single, and some of them take part or all of their breaks _in 
one of the towns near the operation, where they find a qmet 
atmosphere, frequent festivals, inexpensive accommoda
tions, and attractive, friendly girls. Most of them, however, 
spend the majority of their break time in Salvador, which 
offers spectacular beaches, good hotels, restaurants, night 
clubs, and attractive, friendly girls. 

This will all change, however, when the crew moves 
south as we shall likely relocate either in Sao Paulo, near 
the coast, or in Campo Grande, which is inland. Some of 
the countryside in the lava flow area of south Brazil is 
reputed to resemble that of Switzerland or Austria, and we 
are all looking forward to working there. It will likely be 
quite a challenge to the mechanical abilities of George and 
Sid when they have to keep the buggies going in that type 
of terrain. 
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Left-Vibrator Mechanic Sid Johnston (center) gives instructions 
to his local mechanics while doing routine maintenance. Below
Party 179's ship, the Cynthia Walker, returns from the prospect 
area on the east coast of Brazil. Paul Gustafson lleftl and Gary 
Skinner, assistant party manager, appear at the wheelhouse door. 

One of the more interesting operations to be initiated 
lately in Brazil has been that of Party 179 "Junior," better 
known as Party 179S, or just the "sparker crew." At our 
client's request, Western is conducting an oceanographic 
survey of the bottom and near subsurface offshore the 
territory of Amapa, at the mouth of the Amazon River in 
the northern part of Brazil. Our effort, headed by our 
"chief cook and bottle washer," Observer Jim Denholm, is 
more of a scientific endeavor than a pure seismic survey. 
Jim is kept busy on our chartered vessel, the Munzer, 
running the sparker, taking core samples, keeping a check 
on the positioning, taking current and wind measurements, 
and eventually running the salinity meter and side-scanning 
meter. 

This application of bottom engineering is a relatively new 
science, but a necessary one, especially where drilling 

Party 1795 Observer Jim Denholm monitors the EPC recorder on the 
Munzer, operating in northern Brazil at the mouth of the Amazon. 

s . 



Aboard lhe Cynthia Brazil's eastern coast ore Porty 
179 Co-ordinator Horace Mowdesley I lefl) and Area Instrument Su
pervisor Jock Litchenberg, who probably ore talking about reefs. 

platforms are called upon to drill in deep water as seems 
to be the trend these days. Initial results indicate that it will 
become more and more widely used as new drilling tech
niques are developed. Jim is happy to be back in Belem, 
the port out of which Party 179S is operating. He spent 
quite a while here on Party 79 in the "good old days." 

Seismologist Clarke Stein handles the interpretative 
chores on our oceanographic crew. Clarke is based primarily 
in Houston and is in charge of piecing together the raw 
data that is gathered by the crew and trying to come up 
with meaningful information in the form of maps and 
reports. Assistant Supervisor Claudio Venturini, based in 
Rio de J aniero, takes care of co~ordinating operations and 
client liaison in between his many visits to the other crews. 

It is expected that Party 1 79S will soon be moving south 
to Salvador, where it will be engaged in mineral prospecting, 
as well as bottom engineering studies. 

Did anyone mention reefs? That question would be 
enough to earn dirty looks from the members of Party 179. 
The Brazilian coast in shallow waters is almost solid reef 
from Salvador south to Vitoria, where Party 179 has been 
working lately; and our crew members have become quite 
adept at handling problems associated with the coral. If you 
look in the wheelhouse of the Cynthia Walker, you will 
probably find Co-ordinator Horace (Horry) Mawdesley, 
Western's reef expert, with a pair of binoculars looking 
out for the coral pinnacles. He has found quite a few lately! 
Compliments must go to Horry and to his crew for their 

fine performance in the hazardous waters that they are now 
working. They are using the belted streamer cable, which 
has replaced the old polyethylene one that served us well 
in normal, less rugged bottom conditions. The new cable 
glides smoothly over the sharp, jagged coral. Most of our 
work has been in very shallow water, contiguous to the 
beach. Some reefs in the area are quite easy to spot as they 
are 5 to 10 feet above sea level and can be seen five miles 
away; however, utmost caution and prudence are the key 
words at all times to avoid tearing up the cable, or worse, 
piling the ship up on an unchartered reef. 

At the helm of the Cynthia Walker is Captain Richard 
Leleaux, a familiar name to many Westerners. Relieving 
Richard at the wheel and also tending to maintenance of 

Above-Resting after a hard day's work aboard the Cynthia 
Walker is Marine Engineer Theo IMacl McCool. Behind him 
~re Captain Richard Leleaux !left! and Marine Engineer Coy 
(Mr. Clean) Taylor. Below left--Captain Richard Leleaux 
contemplates Party 179's reef problem off the eastern coast 
of Brazil. Below right--The chartered venel Munzer heads 
for the Party 1795 prospect at the moulh of the Amazon. 
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the ship are Marine Engineers Theo (Mac) McCool and 
Coy (Mr. Clean) Taylor. Digital Equipment Engineer 
Milton Clark does an outstanding job of keeping the instru
ments running smoothly. As Co-ordinator Mawdesley says, 
"If Milton is in there (the recording room), I don't even 
think about instruments because I know everything is going 
A-OK." If he ever gets a break, Milton can usually be 
located in the galley reading every word in his hometown 
magazine, The Philadelphian, or catching up on the stock 
market quotes in back issues of the Wall Street Journal. 
Heated debates over stocks are sometimes known to occur 
between Milton and our navigation equipment operator, 
Paul (Gus) Gustafson. Rounding out the recording crew 
are Helpers Jorge Cafferi, from Argentina, and Amin God
schalk, from Surinam. Their responsibilities range from 
maintenance of the AQUAPULSE® equipment to assist
ing the engineers in ship operations. 

Supporting the Cynthia Walker and crew from the Sal
vador office and other ports up and down the coast of Brazil 
are Party Manager T. C. (Tom) Pack, Assistant Party 
Manager Gary Skinner, and our Brazilian administrator, 
Joao Cardoso. Gary is our professional expeditor while 
J oao keeps our legal requirements in excellent condition. 

Checking with the map, Party Manager T. C. !Tomi Pock (left) and 
Assistant Party Manager Gary Skinner discuss the Porty 179 oper
ations off Brazil's eastern coast between Salvador and Vitoria. 

After moving from city to city up and down the Brazilian 
coast during the first six months of operation, Party 179 
has been afforded the luxury of settling in the city of Sal
vador for the last six months. We have been located in this 
"doodlebugger's paradise" for so long that the crew hardly 
can remember what real doodlebugging is! Rumors are that 
all of our good fortune is about to change, however; so 
there is considerable speculation as to what we may 
encounter on the next assignment. 
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This photo of a section of the city of Salvador shows its unique 
elevator, on the left, linking the "upper city" with the "lower 
city." This elevator was built during the war by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers. The modern part of the city is in the upper 
section. At the right of the elevator is the governor's palace. 

Salvador is one of the oldest cities in Brazil, founded in 
1549 and thereby establishing the first Portuguese govern
ment in the New World. Salvador is known for its many 
churches, good food, art and culture, and heritage that has 
been greatly influenced by African culture. Now a sprawl
ing, modem metropolis of nearly one million people, Sal
vador had modest beginnings. The surrounding lands were 
the rich farmlands of the wealthy sugar and tobacco 
planters. There is still much sugar and tobacco produced 
in the region, as well as cocoa, an important crop in the 
state of Bahia. Lately there has been quite a development 
project sponsored by the government to attract outside 
industry in an effort to trend the region away from the 
primarily agrarian economy toward a more industrialized 
one. The state of Bahia now boasts of a huge industrial 
complex with factories of many large companies. A deep 
water port is under construction that will be capable of 
handling huge ore carriers. It is hoped that Salvador will 
one day be the major mineral loading port in northeast 
Brazil. 

We have enjoyed Salvador tremendously, especially the 
beautiful beaches and warm weather; and recreational 
facilities abound here. All of the crew members have 
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Above-Local sun worshippers enjoy the beach al Porto da 
Barra, Salvador, one of many beautiful beaches in Brazil. 
The building is an old coast guard lookout station used to 
spot ships entering the Bay of All Saints. Below-Salvador 
is beginning to resemble the Manhattan skyline with ·all of 
the new highrise apartment buildings under construction. 

found something with which to occupy themselves in the 
city. Some like to soak up the sun or swim at the beach; 
some go skin diving, fishing, or water skiing; some play 
tennis or golf; and others are becoming soccer fans at the 
local stadium. It seems that everyone on the crew enjoys 
going to the local theaters, which show mostly American 
movies with Portuguese subtitles. Mac McCool's and Coy 
Taylor's wives, Gertie and Beatrice, respectively, visited 
Brazil. Richard Leleaux's wife Maggi and their two boys 
are with us as permanent members. Tom Pack's wife Jeri 
is also here, and Tom spends his time trying to keep her 
off the beach long enough to cook a meal! Rumors are that 
she spends an equal amount of time trying to keep Tom 
away from the golf course. Tom recently won a local 
tournament with his low golf score. 
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Deep in the swamps of the state of Espirito Santo is 
still another Western crew, Party 140. This one was acti
vated in March 1972 by Party Chief Lindy Sanders, on 
loan from Party V-14. Lindy brought with him a nucleus 
of experienced Brazilians from Party V-14 and hired the 
rest of the crew locally. Party Chief Don Philips arrived 
from the States in April and spent a week or so with Lindy 
"learning the ropes." After Don took over, Lindy returned 
to Party V-14. Actually, Don is no stranger to doodle
bugging, having had some 15 years of experience before 
joining Western. He has an advantage in learning the local 
language as his wife Aurineide is Brazilian; so Don has a 
chance to practice at home. He and his wife and son Don 
Jr., live in Sao Mateus near the crew, quite a change fro~ 
most doodlebugging as Don can be home for supper 
every night. 

Observer J. R. (Jim) Resta arrived on the crew in June 
to work with the newly installed digital instruments, coming 
to Party 140 from Party V-14, where he had been observer 
for about a year. Jim and wife Ivy have elected to keep their 

Above-Administrator Luiz Mascarenhas 1 leftl and Party Chief Don 
Philips stand beside Party 140's recording buggy. They are near 
the town of Sao Mateus on the eastern coast of Brazil. Below
Party 140 crew members are ready lo start the day's work in the 
deep swamp. Beneath this tall grass is about 15 feet of water. 
The buggies are floated by the large tires and the grass, but the 
men must keep walking or they will sink through into the water. 
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home in Salvador where they were living while he was on 
V-14. Ivy has become well known in the Salvador art circles 
for her tapestry work. The city is famous for its tapestries 
depicting the local scenes, and Ivy has learned the tech
nique well. 

The Party 140 crew is situated near the town of Sao 
Mateus, which is on the coast between Salvador and Rio 
de Janiero. The client adds program as fast as we shoot it 
up; so it appears that we shall be here for some time. The 
terrain is mainly swamp and grass, with a few fingers of 
sand extending out into the swamp as a result of the old, 
receding beachheads. The area was once a great forest that 
apparently was burned down, leaving a huge bog with 
many tree stumps sticking out to play havoc with the Terra
Tires. An interesting phenomenon is that the grass is so 
thick it will support the weight of a man as long as he does 
not stand in one place too long. If he does not keep moving, 
he will sink into the 15-or-so feet of water. This insures 
that the men on the jug line will "keep planting those jugs"! 
It is a real chore, however, to change a Terra-Tire in the 
swamp. 

Members of Party 140's local staff that contribute to the 
consistently high production of the crew are Administrator 
Luiz Silva and Junior Observer Edvaldo Neri. Both of 
these men came to us from Party V-14. We are using a new 
type of shaped charge, which means that the drill crew 
really has to move to plant the great number of shallow 
charges that are required. Heading up this crew is "Head 
Hole Digger" Edvaldo Silva, and keeping the buggies in 
good shape is Chief Mechanic Jurandi. Our compliments 
go to all of these men and to our expatriate staff for the 
good performance thus far from a crew operating in such 
adverse conditions. We have managed to maintain an 
average production of twice that of another contractor 
that previously worked the area. 

Providing auxiliary services to our crews in Brazil is 
SERMAR- Servicos Maritimos, Limitada, Western's Bra
zilian company. One of SERMAR's primary functions at 
present is as agent to the Cynthia Walker. SERMAR also 
takes care of the administration of our vast local staff. In 
charge of the personnel section is Personnel Manager 
Djalma Ferreira. Our chief accountant, Cyro Grego da 
Cruz, keeps the books in order to the satisfaction of 
Controller John Russell, who is "still trying to figure out 
what you are doing down here." Office Manager Paulo 
(Whirlwind) Rocha handles anything and everything. He 
has been known to hop in the car, drive all night to deliver 
some critical part of the ship, be back at work at 8 A.M., 

and work most of the next night getting his expense account 
ready on time! Paulo's bilingual capabilities are very use
ful, especially to those crew membe"rs who have not yet 
picked up the local language. Warehouseman J oaquim 
LaTorre, Jr., and Office Boy Valdo Mendes round out 
the SERMAR staff in Salvador. Trying to keep track of 
SERMAR's business, working out of both Rio de J aniero 
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Above-The SERMAR office in Salvador houses administrative fa
cilities downstairs while upstairs are crew operations headquar
ters and storage. Below-Supervisor Keith A. Leavitt is hard at 
work in his Salvador office. Bottom-Chief Accountant Cyro Grego 
do Cruz makes on entry in the doily ledger in the SERMAR office. 



Above left-Administrator Joao Cardoso I leftl and Party Manager 
Tom Pack are at work in the Party 179 office in Salvador. Above 
right-Working on the office records are Personnel Manager Djalma 
Ferreira lrightl and Office Boy Valdo Mendez. Right-SERMAR Of
fice Manager Paulo I Whirlwind) Rocha fright) discusses the hand
ling of an incoming shipment with Warehouseman Joaquim La Torre. 

and Salvador, is Supervisor Keith A. Leavitt. The Rio 
office business is handled by Assistant Supervisor Claudio 
Venturini. 

This reporter would like to take this opportunity to tell 
PROFILE readers a little about Brazil. Located in the east 
of South America, Brazil is the largest nation in South 
America, making up nearly half of the continent, and 
boasts the second longest river in the world , the Amazon. 
The 1970 census showed a population of more than 92 
million people, most of whom are concentrated in the cities 
of Sao Paulo and Rio de J aneiro and along the coastline 
of the country. One of the great social problems today is 
population distribution. With the construction of the 
fantastic TransAmazonic Highway, the government hopes 
to alleviate somewhat the population distribution problem. 
The country is divided into 22 states, four territories, and 
the Federal District, where the capital, Brasilia, is located. 
Brasilia, the "City of Tomorrow," is a must for tourists in 
Brazil. The architecture and planning are truly something 
of the future . 
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Brazil was formally claimed for the Portuguese Crown 
in 1500 by the Portuguese explorer Pedro Alvares Cabral. 
He first landed at what is now the city of Porto Seguro in 
south Bahia, having been guided by the mountain Monte 
Pascoal. Modem-day marine geophysical crews use the 
same mountain to guide them as well, usually with the aid 
of a navigation station on top of the mountain. Other 
countries- Spain, France, England, and Holland- soon 
followed the Portuguese to Brazil and staked their claims. 
In 1889 Brazil was declared a republic. It is now governed 
by a very progressive government headed by President 
Emilio G. Medici. The prognosis for future development 
is excellent, especially with the great influx of foreign in
vestment capital. This, coupled with the drive and am
bitions of the Brazilian people, promises a bright fu ture 
for Brazil. There are many interesting things to see and do 
in Brazil. There are world famous resorts, excellent beaches, 
haute cuisine and entertainment in the principal cities, and 
excellent hunting and fishing. Brazil is truly a country on 
the move, and Western is striving to move along with it. 
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Porty 75 Members 
Experience, Flee 

Managua Earthquake 
Story and Photos by Me,I Weidner 

Editor's Note: Before Party 75 could get its scheduled 
Party Pickings report in from its then current base of 
operations, Managua, Nicaragua, the earthquake shook 
and ravaged that city. Its report then became an account 
of the experiences some of its personnel encountered 
during this great disaster and is presented here rather 
than in Party Pickings. (This is the second time in recent 

history that a crew was preparing Party Pickings when 
interrupted by a strong earthquake; the other crew was 
one in Alaska at the time of the Good Friday earthquake 
there in 1964. Not even such shattering and disastrous 
events as earthquakes can stop Westerners from report
ing!) Our thanks go to Mel, the assistant and resident 
supervisor of Party 75, for his stories and photos and to 
Supervisor Ken Bryant for serving as liaison between Mel 
and the PROFILE. 
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Due to a combination of circumstances the Profile was unable to 
obtain identification for the group of pictures we show on these 
pages of the Managua earthquake. We received undeveloped rolls 
of film, which were processed in Los Angeles; and because of the 
lack of communications with the Managua area, the Profile was not 
able to send copies for Party 75 Assistant Supervisor Mel Weidner 
to identify in time for our Spring deadline. The pictures, how
ever, speak for themselves in showing the massive destruction. 

A FTER Party 75 finished working on Lake Maracaibo 
in northern Venezuela, Captain Malcolm Leleaux 

and his crew took the Western Geophysical II to Panama 
and through the Panama Canal. Gravity Meter Operators 
Bud Carpenter and Leroy Liverman boarded the vessel 
there and rode to Corinto, Nicaragua. Also making the trip 
along the Pacific side of Central America were Cook Justo 
Jumbo and Helper Roberto Sanchez. 

Gun Operator Gean (Whitey) Tonn, Observer Cecil 
Baham, Assistant Observer William (Bill) Geer, Jr., and 
Helper Larry Lance came to Managua, Nicaragua, from 
Panama City and Co-ordinator Jim Squires from Houston. 
Observer Mario Camacho and Gun Mechanics Keith Bai
ley and Peter Kost arrived from Ecuador and Helper Clay 
Carey from Mexico. This group then traveled the 100 
miles north from Managua to Corinto to join the ship, mar
veling along the way at the smoking volcanoes and moun
tainous terrain between the two cities. Soon this unstable, 
volcanic belt was to have a special memory for members 
of the crew. 

Fortunately, during the very early morning of Saturday, 
December 23, there were only eight members of the com
bined Western and navigation base station crews in the 
city of Managua. If more of us had been there, we would 
have had a much greater chance for casualties during the 
strong earthquake that struck the city that morning-an 
earthquake that virtually destroyed the city and killed 
several thousand of its population. Surprisingly, the only 
physical damage to any of our Party 75 personnel was one 
relatively minor ankle injury. 

The first rumble occurred at 10: 30 P.M. on Friday night 
while I was having dinner with Party Manager Hal Hanson 
and his wife Retha and three navigation base station per
sonnel, Jim Price, his son Jimmie, and Dick Madison. Also 
present was an ex-Western employee now back on our 
payroll, R. C. Waits, who took movies of the later earth
quake, which were shown on Houston television that same 
day. The first jolt was rather sharp; but, as tremors are 
common in the area, not much more than passing comment 
was made on it. After dinner we all went over to the Han
sons' apartment for a short while, and then we all went 
home: the Prices to theirs next door and Dick Madison 
and I to the Hotel Balmoral in the center of the city. 

As we were walking across the street from our parked 
car to the hotel entrance, the first strong jolt occurred at 
12:30 in the morning. Buildings fell; signs fell; and the 
air was filled with dust. A large explosion occurred nearby, 
and in a very short time several blocks were burning and 
the sky glowed red. The car was covered with rubble; and 
we were covered with dust and small pieces of various 
materials, but we were both unhurt. 

Dick and I decided to head for the Hanson and Price 
apartments. Normally it would have been a 10-minute 
walk, but it took us the better part of an hour to get there. 
Some streets were blocked by fallen buildings, and the 
creaking sounds of buildings not yet fallen made us avoid 
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other streets. Surprisingly, we did not see any panic in the 
streets; most people were moving in a rather orderly man
ner toward the shore of Lake Managua and its surrounding 
open land. 

When we arrived at the Hanson and Price apartments, 
we found both families alive and fairly well. The building 
had fallen down around the Hansons, trapping them in
side, with Retha cutting and bruising her ankle rather 
badly; but Jim Price, after freeing himself and his son 
Jimmie from their place, had removed enough rubble and 
timbers to free Retha and Hal. 

The Hansons lost everything they had and came out of 
it with only towels wrapped around them. Hal had just 
finished taking a shower, and Retha was in the shower 
when the quake happened. The four walls of the small 
bathroom are all that saved them from the debris and fall
ing roof and walls of the building. Neighbors loaned Retha 
and Hal enough clothes to "cover." When they later got 
to the ship, they borrowed clothes, with Retha wearing 
jeans and a shirt loaned by a small crew member. 

Jim Price then went about removing timbers and rubble 
from other apartments and pulled six more people to 
safety. He found others that he was not able to bring out 
alive. Jim was quite a hero in the area. 

At approximately 1: 40 A.M. another strong jolt oc
curred. Lasting longer, it destroyed more of the city and 
brought down buildings that had been weakened from the 
first jolt. The main hospitals had collapsed, as had the fire 
houses, trapping most of the fire-fighting equipment; so 
there was little being done to stop the fire that now covered 
a large portion of the city. 

We all worked our way on foot down to the lake's edge 
as both the Prices' and my cars and the streets were cov
ered with rubble and fallen power lines. When we arrived, 
there were many thousands of people there. Occasional 
tremors were still being felt, and the noise in the city con
tinued to be deafening. As it was two days before Christ
mas and fireworks are used extensively for the Christmas 
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celebration, the noise of them could be heard constantly, 
occasionally a concentration going off all at once. Burning 
buildings were falling, and their crashes sounded at regular 
intervals. 

Towards dawn Dick and I decided to see if we could 
find Marine Engineer George McLane, who we knew was 
also staying at the Hotel Balmoral. We wended our way 
back into town and found him standing in a parking lot 
near the hotel. Asleep in the hotel at the time of the first 
strong jolt, he had awakened when the plaster fell from the 
ceiling on him. He had quickly put on his clothes and made 
it to the street. We found the car, uncovered it from the 
rubble, and were able to drive it down to the lake. It was 
rather difficult finding a way. 

Unknown to us, the cook from our ship, Justo Jumbo, 
had come into town to see a doctor. He had arrived shortly 
before the first jolt and was checking into a hotel when it 
happened. He was unhurt and .had immediately worked his 
way, by a series of rides, back to Corinto and the ship. 

The seven of us at the lake shore waited until dawn and, 
with a great mass of other refugees, eventually made our 
way out of town. Late that evening we of Western were 
all safely aboard the Western Geophysical II in Corinto. 
The Prices and Dick moved to the base station approxi
mately 10 miles from town and set up a temporary head
quarters. We gave them food from the ship as it was not 
available from Managua. They were able to get water from 
a well. 

We consider ourselves very fortunate. We were all in 
the center of the city where the most damage was when 
the earthquake occurred; and we all made it out without 
serious injury; and we, like very few others in Managua, 
had a place to go. 

We left aboard the Western Geophysical II and trav
eled for three days to Balboa, Panama. From there Retha 
Hanson left for the States with Supervisor Ken Bryant, 
and Hal and I flew back to Nicaragua. The ship replen
ished food and fuel in Panama and has now returned to 
work off the coast of Managua. Hal and I are handling 
operations by radio from the temporary headquarters at 
the navigation base station. 
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Certificate of Honor 
Awarded for Safety 

~ertifitate of T!}onor 

J.W. (SPIDER) WEBB 
Did voluntarily pursue and complete the Standard First 

Aid Course with highest honors. 

In recognition, we give this certificate of 
honor for outstanding safety achievement. 

Qi.u;tt-U 

BECAUSE we feel that our First Aid program and Safety 
in general are so important, we are now giving out 

special recognition to those Westerners who qualify in 
Safety achievement. The recognition is in the form of a 
Certificate of Honor for "outstanding safety achievement." 

The certificates are given to those persons who voluntarily 
complete the First Aid course or who do some outstanding 
safety-related act, usually risking personal injury, in 
Western's behalf. It is suitable for framing and is just one 
of our ways of saying "thanks for a job well done." 
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Of course, everybody volunteers to take the First Aid 
course. While some may be "reluctant" at first, I have not 
had one student who did not end up really enjoying First 
Aid training; and a couple of the reluctant ones ended up 
as the class leaders! 

One sure way to get everybody on the crew trained in 
First Aid is to get everybody on the crew-all at one time, 
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Above-At Party B's Fint Aid course in Woodland, Califor
nia, Safety Supervisor Sean Staddon lleftl watches Driller 
Charles Martin practice mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on a 
rubber dummy that "breathes." Below-Sean I right) shows 
Charlie how a fractured arm Is bandaged and immobilized. 

that is! This will not be possible on all crews, but on Party 
78 a break in the action gave us a "break" in the classroom 
down Galveston way. We not only completed the First Aid, 
but we got in an excellent Safety meeting, with Supervisor 
John Laker making it down from Houston to sit in.
Chet Hale. 

In June Safety Supervisor Sean Staddon conducted a 

Above-Practicing handling of Injuries at the Party 8 Flnt 
Aid course are, from the left, the "victims," Drillen Rod 
Lund and Wiiiiam Waldron, and Driller-Mechanic Eildon Fink
beiner. Belo-Safety Supervisor Sean Staddon I rightl and 
Observer John Johnson store splints used In the course. 
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First Aid course for Party 8 in Woodland, California. On 
completion of the course, Certificates of Honor and Red 
Cross First Aid cards were awarded to those attending. 
Present for the course were Drillers Rod Lund, William 
(Blackie) Waldron, Charles Martin, Bobby Masten, and 
Eildon Finkbeiner and his son Bruce; Observer J. W. 
Johnson; Helpers Mike Mocaby, Pat Cullumber, and Don 
Hill; and Surveyor William Tackett.-S. W. Mitchell. 

Getting one party together for a First Aid course is 
good; getting two together is even better! Sean managed 
to do this, conducting a course in September for both Party 
V-21 and Party 36. In attendance from Party V-21 were: 
Vibrator Operators Harris Asay and Ted Kaminsky; As
sistant Observer Bruce English; Observer Richard Roberts; 
Party Manager Arvel Guess; Surveyor R obert O'Donnell; 
and Helpers John Boyd, Robert Fry, Donald Hebberd, 
Michael Ondo, John Price, Stephen Siebert, and Ronald 
Haase. Attending from Party 36 were: Vibrator Operator 
Henry Baker; Shooter Stanley Kopper; Chief Observer 
John Krook; Driller-Mechanics Alan Linder and Donal 
Swi nt; Clerk John McCleery; Field Clerk Roy Mueller; 
Surveyor James Olson; Driller William Sanderson; Junior 
Observer Robert Sitz; Party Manager Carl Sivage; Helpers 
Lawrence Dean, Bruce Heisey, Robert Mierkiewicz, and 
Robert Smith; and Cable Pusher Thomas Whaley. All re
ceived Western's Certificate of Honor and the Red Cross 
Standard First Aid Certificate on completion of the course. 
- S. J. Staddon. 

With all of this Safety training, we should soon have 
a Jot of people eligible to receive our new Safety Award. 
It is an additional one-year award, a brushed chrome, two
bladed pocket knife with the Western Safety emblem on it 
in black. It comes in a handy leatherette carrying case, 
and anyone who earns it will be proud to use it often.
Chet Hale. 

A management Safety meeting for the Rocky Mountain, 
West Coast, and Alaska areas was held at the PROFILE 
office in Sherman Oaks, California, on January 3. The 
theme of the meeting was "Safety '73," and the main pur
poses were to discuss and to answer questions about the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 and to de
termine the approach and method of administration of the 
Company Safety program for 1973. 

The meeting was conducted by Safety Supervisor Sean 
Staddon. Attending were H. F. Murphree, manager of 
operations-Western United States and Alaska; R .H. Whitt, 
resident supervisor-Alaska operations; John Adams, super
visor-West Coast operations; Roy Morris, field supervisor
Alaska and West Coast operations; Nolen Webb, super
visor-Rocky Mountain area; B. W. Brown, party manager, 
Party V-6, Wasco, California; and S. W. Mitchell, party 
manager, Party 8, Woodland, California. 

During the meeting proposals and recommendations 
were made and passed regarding our Safety program, and 
men were appointed to implement plans for an increased 
emphasis on Safety for our crews. 
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Top-As Party Manager C. 0 . Dooley, Helper Douglas Bol
lard, and Gun Operator Leo Delahoussey watch, Assista nt 
Co-ordinator Victor Finkley practices First Aid on Co-ord ina
tor Don Birdsong during Party 78 's cla55 in Galveston . Above 
-With Don Birdsong as a " victim" again , Helper Larry 
Lance, Victor Finkley, and Gun Operator David Bivin lfa r 
right! apply a leg spl int. Observers are, from the lef t, Cook 
C. W. Ethridge, Helper Mike Wa llace., and Leo Delahousse y. 
Below-Graduates of Party 78 's First Aid course are, from 
the left : back row, Cook E. W. Ethridge, Co-o rd inator Don 
Birdsong, Assistant Co-ordinator Victor Finkley, Party Man
ager C. 0. Dooley, and Gun Operators David Bivin and Leo 
Delahoussey; front row, Obse.rver Sammy Posten , Party Ch ief 
J. W. I Spider) Webb, and Helpers Doug las Ballard, Mike 
Walker, and Larry Lance. They are holding their Certificates 
of Honor, which they received for completing the course. 
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Westerners Participate 

In SIG [onvention 
T HE SOCIETY of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) held 

its 42nd annual meeting November 26 to 30, with 
Western's Senior Vice President Carl Savit presiding over 
the event as president of SEG. The international meeting, 
which annually attracts approximately 2,000 "doodle
buggers" and their wives from throughout the world, was 
held this year at the Anaheim Convention Center in Ana
heim, California. The SEG was founded in 1935 to pro
mote the science of geophysics, particularly exploration 
geophysics, and today boasts a membership of approxi
mately 8,000. 

The Honorable George Bush, United States Ambassador 
to the United Nations, gave the keynote address, which 

incorporated the theme of the convention, Exploration
Energy-Environment. Carl's presidential address was "The 
Strangulation of Exploration Geophysics," in which he 
discussed the stifling of the practice of exploration geo
physics through stiff government regulation and control. 

The convention affords a dual opportunity for doodle
buggers. They may catch up on the latest advances in their 
industry through attending the technical sessions and 
visiting the many, diverse exhibits; and it serves as a focal 
point for friends and colleagues to meet, perhaps just this 
one time each year, to discuss the events of the previous 
year. 

As usual Western was well represented at the event. 
Our exhibit, which displayed Western's sophisticated navi
gation system, was received well. Doing an excellent job 
of manning the booth were Administrative Assistant Don 
Blue, Supervisor Dave Shave, Senior Programmer Haynie 
Stringer, Digital Equipment Engineer Leo Snowman, 
Mathematician Leo Ott, and Safety Engineer Chet Hale. 
Chet took his turn at the booth after completing his pri
mary purpose of meeting with the SEG safety committee. 

Senior Research Geophysicist Ken Larner and Mathe
matician Martin Rooney, of Houston's research and de
velopment department, presented a paper on velocity; and 
Lee Siems of our sister company, Digital Data Systems, 
presented a paper on field correlation, co-authored by 
Carl Savit. 

Also, Area Manager H. F. (Murph) Murphree served 
as vice chairman of the luncheons committee. Murph had 
been chairman of this committee but, on his move Septem
ber 1 from Southern California to Denver, had to relin
quish the top responsibility to someone who was closer to 
Anaheim and thus could handle the details. Originally 
Murph's wife Florence had headed the committee that 
planned and carried out the special events for the ladies 
but resigned when she had to precede her husband to 
Colorado to get their young son in school. Mark Holzman 
was there as a member of the reviews committee. 

Senior Vice President Carl Savit presides at the. SEG convention. 
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1. Digital Equipment Engineer Leo Snowman I left) and Senior Program
mer Haynie Stringer welcome visitors to Western's SEG convention exhibit. 
2 . Touring the convention exhibits are, from the left, Administrative 
Assistant Don Blue, Supervisor Dave Shave, and Leo Snowman. 3. Area 
Manager Charles Dick !from the leftl, Personnel Recruiter Clif Phillips, 
and Area Manager Fred Di Giulio talk about the convention. 4. Western 
Safety Engineer Chet Hale lleftl and Gene Hearne, SEG safety committee 
chairman, discuss unsafe acts, hazards, and plans. 5. President Booth 
B. Strange (from the leftl, Digital Systems Manager Ben B. Thigpen, and 
Senior Vice President Carl Savit seem to be having a serious discussion. 
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Left-Margie Rector (from the left), Sandra Savit, and Shirley Shave chat during the "milk punch" party hosted by the 
Western wives for all of the SEG conventioners' wives. Center- From the left are Sandra Larner, Barbara Thigpen, and 
Daphene Phillips. Right-Enjoying the gathering are, from the left, Corlene Blue, Evelyn Hale, and Florence Murphree. 

Western wives at the SEG convention are, from the left: front, 
Evelyn !Mrs. Chet) Hale, Sandra !Mrs. Carll Savit, Kay !Mrs. Leo) 
Ott, Corlene !Mrs. Don) Blue, Daphene !Mrs. Clifl Phillips, and 
Florence !Mrs. H. F.I Murphree; back, Barbara !Mrs. Ben) Thigpen, 
Sylvia !Mrs. Rayl Whitt, Shirley !Mrs. Davel Shave, Margie !Mrs. 
R. R.I Rector, Aline !Mrs. Fredi Di Giulio, Katherine !Mrs. John! 
Adams, and Flora (Mrs. J. W. I Sickles. They are gathered around 
the punch bowl, which was the center of activity at their party. 

The women of Western sponsored a "milk-punch" party, 
held in the hospitality room of the Disneyland Hotel, for 
all of the wives of SEG conventioners. Shirley (Mrs. Dave) 
Shave served the "milk," assisted in turn by all of the other 
wives. The beautiful punch bowl was the center of the 
activity, but for those who did not want to drink punch 
there were coffee and snacks. The Western women were 
very proud of Sandra (Mrs. Carl) Savit, who, as outgoing 
president of the ladies' organization, relinquished the gavel 
to the president-elect at the milk-punch party. 

During the convention the SEG women had their own 
program, which included lunches and tours, the highlights 
of which were visits to the Queen Mary in Long Beach and 
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to Disneyland. They were also treated to a flower arrange
ment program and a style show. 

The high point of entertainment for all conventioners 
was the dance and breakfast, featuring Les Brown and his 
Band of Renown, who filled the ballroom with music of 
the '30's and '40's. Every one of the Western couples was 
out there on the dance floor having a great time. As they 
walked off the floor after a medley of old favorites, how
ever, they heard a very young lady tell her partner, "My 
mother and daddy have all those old records"! 

An SEG-sponsored post-convention trip to Hawaii 
attracted the Savits, Area Manager Fred Di Giulio and 
wife Aline, Digital Systems Manager Ben B. Thigpen and 
wife Barbara, research and development's Dr. Leo Ott and 
wife Kay, all of Houston; the Murphrees and son Tommy, 
of Denver; and Supervisor Ray H. Whitt and wife Sylvia, 
of Anchorage, Alaska. Carl and Sandy had to return after 
only three days to allow Carl to preside at a meeting in San 
Francisco of the Committee on Seismology of the National 
Academy of Sciences. The Murphrees were also called 
back when Murph's mother passed away in Alabama. 

Westerners, other than those already mentioned, who 
attended the convention included: President Booth B. 
Strange and wife Laura, Vice Presidents Emil J. Mateker 
and J. M. Hornsby, Area Manager Charles Dick, Person
nel Recruiter C. J. Phillips and wife Daphene, Evelyn 
(Mrs. Chet) Hale, Corlene (Mrs. Don) Blue, all of Hous
ton; Lab General Manager Robert Rector and wife Margie, 
of Galveston; Supervisor John A. Adams and Katherine, 
of Bakersfield, California; Assistant Supervisor J . W. Sickles 
and wife Flora, of Canoga Park, California; and Supervisor 
Keith A. Leavitt and wife Susan, of Salvador, Brazil. 

Mexico City is the site of the 43rd annual meeting, with 
Carl as general chairman; and everyone is looking forward 
to this first SEG convention venture "south of the border." 
- Linda Hauser and Evelyn Hale. 
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PARTY V-6-WASCO, CALI 

B. W. BROWN, Reporter 
DAVID CONRAD, Photographer 
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PARTY V-6-WASCO, CALIFORNIA 

B. W. BROWN, Reporter 
DAVID CONRAD, Photographer 

When Party V-6 was invited to contribute to this issue 
of our inimitable and ever-improving PROFILE, we were in 
Wasco, California. (This opening is sure to get us front 
page billing from our Editor!) 

Our PROFILE report last year also came from Wasco. 
Monotonous, isn't it? What can you write about the San 
Joaquin Valley? There is almost nothing here, except 
maybe some oil, wine, cotton, tourists, potatoes, oats (both 
kinds), barley, tourists, oranges, lemons, olives, flower 
farms, dairy farms, wineries, oil refineries, pecans, tourists, 
cattle, sheep, almonds, walnuts, figs, nectarines, peaches, 
apricots, grapes (table, wine, and raisin), oil wells, more 
oil, plums (prunes), beets (sugar), cantaloupes, safflower, 
hundreds of canals, lakes, duck hunters, boats, pheasant 
hunters, fishermen, campers, alfalfa, maize, corn, and 
speaking of corn-there are still a few "doodlebuggers" 
here, too! 

It is true that to date Party V -6 has not moved since 
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Above- Cable-truck Driver David Conrad (left) and Helper 
Bruce Ross, of Party V-6, appear to be enjoying their work 
near Kettleman City, California. Below-Although much of 
Party V-6's work is in long stretches of flat land, not all 
of it is, as shown in this view of one of their areas of 
operation. This photo was taken in northern California . 
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reactivation in October 1971, but may we just mention 
that we have worked in a few other places? Let us see; 
from south to north there was Camarillo, Santa Maria, 
Arvin, California Valley, Lemoore, and Woodland, all in 
California, plus Salem, Oregon, and Bremerton, Wash
ington. We lucked out in spending the most enjoyable 
summer that a land-locked crew could ever have. When it 
started to get a bit warm in our valley, we were sent 
spiking to the great Northwest; and we did not return until 
September. 

Chief Observer LARRY L. (SHORTY) SWANSON was joined 
by his wife SARAH and their two children when school was 
out, and they spent the summer in Oregon. With relatives 
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Cable-truck Driver Steve Clason lays cable nea r Kettleman City, 
California, one of Party V-6's areas of operations last summer. 

Chief Observer Larry !Shorty) Swanson !left) and Vibrator Oper
ator Louie Byrd discuss Porty V-6 operations during a work break. 

in Oregon, it took very little coaxing to get JOLENE 
COOPER and two of their three children to join Permit 
Agent Bos for the duration of our stay in the Northwest. 
Surveyor JOH CRANE and wife BETTY spent considerable 
time touring the scenic wonderlands that are found in 
northwest Oregon and in the Seattle-Puget Sound area of 
Washington. 

Just back from three years in Egypt, Vibrator Operator 
LOUIE BYRD and wife NORMA joined the crew in June. 
They certainly started things happening on Party V-6. 
They came to Salem with only one little dog for companion
ship, but shortly thereafter there were nine little dogs 
around their place! There was nothing to do but to get 
a huge trailer-so big, in fact, that it took jacks, skids, 
and huge quantities of grease to get it parked. Now, as 
we report, a little BYRD is expected very soon to enliven 
the scene even more. (A "lady Byrd" arrived January 18. 
Louie and Nonna named the baby Meleta Louise.-Ed.) 

Vibrator Operator RAYMOND DOWNING spent a good 
part of his free time touring (?) the West Coast (all of it) 
last summer and found that sometimes a United States 
highway can resemble a wagon train trail-or maybe that 
was an old trail! Our Alaskan cat-skinner, Vibrator Oper
ator EMERY DowsT, finally got back to his native New 
England for several weeks, but he is still wishing for 
"things to open up" on the North Slope. 

We have added two good vibrator operators to Party 
V-6 since our last report. In Bremerton we were joined 
by JIM EPPERSON, who has proven that he can stand the 
"shaker" tests very well. Returning to Western for another 
hitch is experienced Vibrator Operator FLOYD GUNNELS, 
adding more ability to our crew. 

Backing JoHN CRANE is our geophysical trainee, VAUGHN 
(TONY) HACKETT. TONY had been on a tour of various 
crews prior to joining Party V-6 in September. He decided 
to see hot and dry Death Valley, but he could not see too 
much as it was covered with snow! 

SHORTY'S recording crew has apparently stabilized; he 
knows all of their names now. Cable-truck Drivers include 
KENNY (TRADER) DIXON (Got a pickup? Motorcycle? 
You can get a good deal from KEN!) and two ambitious 
young residents of the immediate area, STEVE CLASON and 
DAVID CONRAD. "Seismometer Placement Engineers" in-
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elude one ex-motorcycle rider from Michigan, REX CRAW
FORD; our nature lover, DENNIS (THE Fox) Fox; and 
Permit Agent COOPER'S number one son, TERRY. 

Another newcomer to Western, but still very loyal to 
Colorado and the School of Mines, is Field Clerk CORDELL 
CHAPMAN. He is learning about geophysics, but his future 
as a football forecaster is seriously in doubt. 

Near Kettleman City, California, David Conrad, Party V-6 cable
trvck driver, enjoys a cup of coffee during a break in the work. 

These asparagus fields near Santa 
Maria, California, present prob
lems for Party V-6 jug hustlers. 

Party V-6 vibrators are in line 
near Kettleman City, California. 
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Once again, as we did a few years ago, we offer our 
condolences to those of you who have to stay in one place. 
Seriously, the tour through Oregon and Washington was 
very enjoyable, as well as educational, a well-paid summer 
tour with mild, delightful weather. We liked it! Sorry, we 
are not accepting applications for transfers to Party V-6 at 
this time. 

Cable-truck Driver David Conrad (left) lays cable near Kettleman 
City, urged on by Kenny Dixon, driving the truck in bock of him. 

Working in a field near Kettle
mon City, California, a Party 
V-6 crew member lays the cable, 
with the vibrators fallowing. 



PARTY F-34-TUKTOYAKTUK, 
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

LEN SIDOROFF, Reporter-Photographer 

It seems as though we just finished reading about our
selves in the last PROFILE; and here we are, reporting 
again from the dark, dismal land of the ice worm. It is 
December 1972. We started out last month from the 
hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk, which is situated on the Beaufort 
Sea, and proceeded a few miles south, where we com
menced our winter operations for the 1972-1973 season. 

At this time of the year there is not enough ice to use 
lakes or rivers for our traveling; so we work on land lines 
until January, when the ice will be safe for ocean shooting. 
Operations, therefore, are limited to the rough terrain, 
winding around lakes and pingos, where Surveyors HENRI 
UNVERRICHT and DOUG SOLONENKO finally came up with 
a line. It is the first year in the Arctic for both of these 
fellows, and so far they cannot believe the amount of 
darkness that we have here. From the first of November 
to December 6 the amount of sunshine or possible sun-

Party F-34's new camp in the Northwest Territories, Canada, is a 
Western first, complete with color television, with all shows on 
video cassette tape, and a crew trailer camp mounted on sleighs. 

shine has dropped from nine hours to nil. That is the 
way it will remain from now until well into January. It is 
difficult to believe, but it is true! Our Christmas holidays, 
therefore, are usually from approximately December 10 
to January 10, permitting us to avoid the coldest and 
darkest part of the winter. 

The equipment received a face-lifting this year as a 
maintenance crew, with LORNE JOHNSON in command, 
spent two months overhauling and painting each unit. Our 
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portable camp was retired, and in on the barges came a 
complete, crew trailer-camp, mounted on sleighs. Two 
strings of four trailers in each and two power shacks enable 
us to have power and heat even on the move. We also have 
our own incinerator where all garbage is burned each day 
by E. E. (BILL) WILLIAMS, our camp and bunkhouse 
attendant. BILL brags about his separate laundry room 
that has two washers and two dryers, and now he says a 
third dryer would be handy! Color television has been 
added to the entertainment center, with all shows on video 
cassette tapes flown in each week. So far we have had 
replays of the Canadian-Russian hockey series, World 
Series baseball, and numerous movies, all, of course, in 
vivid color. All in all, this camp is a Western first and a 
much needed improvement for this type of country. 

Our supervisor, DrcK MERCER, started the crew out this 
year as KEN DoesoN, our regular party manager, was 
delayed on the farm; but KEN eventually arrived in Novem
ber to rule the men once more for the winter. After a 
month's trial last winter, D. W. (SAM) EVANS was accepted 
as observer this year; with him is veteran DAVE KROCHAK. 
Two junior observers will be brought in after Christmas as 
there will be two recorders in operation at that time. Our 
shooter and singing star, LLOYD PETERSEN, returned again 
this season after spending the summer on northern crews, 
in what we call the "south." His helper this year is ANDY 
OUAYUAK, who was hired locally at the start of operations 
with four other locals: OLIVER PINGO, JOHN POKIAK, and 
TOM KIMIKSANA, who work on the jugline, and RANDY 
FELIX, who helps Shooter MARC BRAGG. 

Another veteran, Cable-truck Driver DoN SHAVER, has 
had quite a time shaping up his jug crew but now has 
Cable-truck Driver FRED HURDMAN and Helpers ToM 
RANKIN, CURT SCHROEDER, and BILL SMITH performing 
in excellent fashion. We have an abundance of rodmen, 
or chainmen. ELROY SCHNEIDER, BOB PEACOCK, and 
JAMIE THOMSON are all new to the North. Our yard 
foreman, Supplyman DALE WILLIAMS, is here for the 
third winter and says that, if they will have him, he will be 
back for another three. If he is not hauling water or filling 
up stoves, you will see him picking up after the mechanics 
or telling whoever will listen of the 100 head of cattle that 
he is buying, come spring. Mechanic JIM HrLL came up · 
from Party F-85 and will be here for the winter, as far as 
he knows. His helper is OTTO SCHMID, another new hire. 

We have ten drills on the crew, six air drills and four 
augers. The augers will not be in operation until after the 
New Year, when four of our air drills will be leaving for 
another contract for the remainder of the winter. All of 
our drillers returned from last year. They are OTTO SELKE, 
HARRY SHAW, DON ROCHAT, LARRY SHUH, RON TURNER, 
and JAKE SALIKIN. Jake has since left and was replaced 
by RUDY CERNAK and Helper KEN HAGEN from Party 
F-85. Helper DEREK KREUGER is last year's man, and 
the remainder of the helpers are all new hires; they are 
LAWRENCE HAGEN, DARYL CORNFORD, TERRY DMYTERKO, 
and ROD VICTOR. 

DENNIS NUGENT, our clerk, tends the radios, does the 
bookwork, and plays his guitar, which seem to keep him 
busy. If you would like to know the "ins" and "outs" of 
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trapping, drop into the kitchen and ask Cook's Helper 
ALBERT NADEAU, who will tell you all about his trapping 
days. 

By the time you read this, the winter will be nearly over; 
but as of now we are getting ready for our Christmas 
holidays and, after New Year's, the beginning of a long, 
long winter yet to come. Party F-34 hopes that the New 
Year brings you all great tidings and, most of all, health 
and happiness and some of the things of which we are 
sure you have dreamed. So long for now, and you will hear 
more from F-34 next year. 

PARTY 77-SABLE ISLAND, CANADA 

J. W. WEBB, Reporter 
MILES SWENSON and J. W. WEBB, Photographers 

Party 77 crew members spent a cool summer in the 
north Atlantic last year while doing a seismic job around 
20-mile-long Sable Island off Nova Scotia. The crew was 
well prepared with photographic equipment on July 10 to 
record the last total eclipse of the century; but the weather 
in the area is almost continually foggy, and, other than 
total darkness at 5 P.M., it was a usual day. 

Sable Island is unique in that it was formed some 5,000 
years ago by the meeting of the Labrador Current and the 
Gulf Stream. The Labrador Current, moving south, was 
forced to drop sand that it had gathered from glacial 
deposits farther north when its velocity was reduced by 
contact with the north-moving Gulf Stream. As the 
Labrador Current does not stop in the Sable Island area 
but continues at a reduced velocity, the island and bars 
are composed of clean, coarse sand; no clay or humus is 
found. The fog that is caused by the meeting of this cold 
Labrador Current and the warm Gulf Stream has been 

When the Western Beacon and Western Gulf got together near 
Sable Island, Canada, there was time for a visit. From the left 
are Party 77's Chief Observer Steve Novak's back, Engineer Mal
colm Leleaux, and Gun Operator Gean Tonn, taking advantage of 
the opportunity lo catch up on activities aboard the other ship. 

Above-After a hard day's work, Party 77 crew members 
like to relax at a game af cards. From the left are Helpers 
Riley Barcus and Neal Cramer, Jr., Mick Camey, and Helper 
Stephen Collins. Below-When you cannot see the bottom of 
the ocean, get a diver! Ca-ordinator Jim Squires is the 
only man facing the camera in this group of Party 77 divers 
and crew getting ready for work off Sable Island, Canada. 
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Diver Douglas McCarther comes ashore with the end of the cable. 
This was one of the systems that Party 77 has used to extend the 
marine subsurface coverage closer to land. In the background, in 
the fog, can barely be seen the small boat that ferried the cable 
and the diver from the We$fern Beacon to the Sable Island beach. 

the main reason that the area is known as the "Graveyard 
of the Atlantic." There are 300 known shipwrecks on the 
island and bars. The bars around the island change so often 
that the hydrographic charts of the area make no attempt 
to show the soundings. The charts show only two wrecks 
in the area in which Party 77 has worked, but the crew 
is now acquainted with eight, either by sight or grapple. 

The only permanent residents of Sable Island are several 
hundred wild ponies that have been here as long as anyone 
remembers and the several thousand hair seals that sun 
themselves on the beach. 

Captain JACK GREEN, Engineer RAY BERRY, Seaman 
TOMMY MAYFIELD, and Marine Mechanic MILES SWEN
SON, on the Western Beacon, and Captain WILFRED (FRED) 
FREDERICK, Engineer MALCOLM LELEAUX, and Seaman 
JIM BOOKER, on the Western Gulf, departed Galveston, 
Texas, on June 9 for Halifax, Nova Scotia. Off Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, there was the need for engine repairs; 
but the capable engineering department solved the problem 
on the spot so that no shore leave was granted until June 
20, the arrival date in Halifax. 

Party 77 Assistant Party Manager DAVE DURHAM and 
Party Chief J. W. (SPIDER) WEBB preceded the ships 
by two days, there being the normal customs and immigra
tion details to look into before the crew arrived. After 
being delayed by the tail end of Hurricane Agnes, we de
parted for the prospect on June 24. 

J. R. (JIM) SQUIRES co-ordinated the two ships and 
the operation and also found time to photograph the 
ponies and seals. The instrumentation on the Western 
Beacon was carried on by Observer STEVE BISHOP with 
the assistance of Helper RILEY BARCUS and Junior Obser
ver MIKE NORRIS. Record keeping, tape rewinding, and 
cable watching were handled by Helpers NEAL CRAMER, 
JR., and STEPHEN COLLINS. NEAL also had the distinction 
~f _making first mate of the small boat fleet, besides pre
s1dmg over the evening card games and cooking chores. 

~nstrumentation on the Western Gulf was handled by 
Chief Observer STEPHEN NOVAK and Assistant Observer 
FRED JACOB. Gun Operator GEAN (WHITEY) TONN was 
aided by Assistant Observer JIM GRIMAUD and Helper 
FRED AIKEN. 

We lost FRED AIKEN, STEPHEN COLLINS, and NEAL to 
the halls of higher learning in the fall and FRED JACOB and 
STEPHEN NovAK to the Calgary, Alberta, area; so we 
shall return to the Gulf Coast as a much thinner crew. 

PARTY 72-WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND ... 

JOHN PFINGSTEN and JOHN KOSTANIC, Reporters 
MICHAEL SCHERLING, Photographer 

Hello, fellow Westerners, from Party 72 in "Little San 
Francisco," Wellington, New Zealand. This article could 
read like a travel log, but because we are short-winded we 
shall write only about the recent past and the present. ' 

The Gulfrex arrived on October 24 in Auckland, New 
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Zealand, where major changes were made in the seismic 
recording system and the new twin AQU APULSE® gun 
system was installed. Visiting Assistant Instrument Super
visor JAMES SINCLAIR, from Houston, and the new party 
technician assignee, MICHAEL NORRIS, had their hands full 
installing and checking out the new high-density recording 
system. BYRON SUTHERLAND, Galveston mechanical engi
neer, was another visitor to the ship in Auckland. He and 
Shooter HARRY LARRABEE sweated, swore, and smiled 
when making, assembling, and installing the new twin-gun 
system. Incidentally, HARRY recently received his 20-Year 
Service Pin. We were also visited by Navigation Instrument 
Supervisor MICHAEL Ev ANS, from Houston, who brought 
along a few programs to up-date our WINS® system. MIKE 
rode on one trip and then was off to pay a fast visit to 
another crew, after which he made a speedy trip home. 
(We heard through the grapevine, however, that MIKE 
somehow got stuck on a small island. That sounds familiar.) 

The 11-day port call in Auckland was not all work for 
the crew of Party 72. The fourth annual Gulf rex party was 
held while we were there. As soon as word was out that 
the dinner would be held, there was an aggressive dinner
date campaign; and for a moment there was some concern 
about "over-campaigning" when it was thought that there 
might be an influx of local young ladies. As it turned out, 
there were just enough partners for those who wished to 
be partnered. Co-ordinator CLAUDE (CHESTER) ROUND
TREE cut a rather dashing figure out on the floor, dressed 
up in all of his sartorial elegance, doing one of the latest 

Above left-Evans Price, senior navigator; Warwick Wilks, assis
tant co-ordinator; Ronald Manison, gravity meter operator; and 
Malcolm Lacaze, observer, get some exercise aboard the Gu/frex 
during a break in the work. In the background are the hills of 
Wellington, New Zealand. Above-Gun Mechanic Donald Sutcliffe 
and Junior Observer Adrian Miller lower the AQUAPULSE gun from 
the deck of the Gulfrex, located off the coast of New Zealanu. 

dances. Assistant Co-ordinator WARWICK (WALLY) WILKS 
and Observer MALCOLM (MIKE) LACAZE seemed to have 
that "at home" look about them as both are old veterans of 
New Zealand. MIKE EVANS, who missed the dinner last 
year by only one day, squared things up with his attendance 
this year. Digital Operator JUAN (PACO) DELGADO was the 
undisputed king of the dance floor, coming out with every
thing from the bossa nova to the boogaloo. 

Everyone seemed to have a most enjoyable time, and 

L~ft-An assembly of all of those who navigate, generate, and facilitate the various functions aboard the Gulfrex gathers for the annual -
dinner, .which was held. aboard ship while in port at Auckland, New Zealand. Right--Having a swinging time at the annual Gulfrex dinner 
are Assistant Shooter Richard Morse and, in the background, Observer Malcolm Lacaze. The young lady with Richard was not identified. 



again the bonds of international friendship were greatly 
strengthened. Previous Gulfrex dinners were held in Man
ila, Singapore, and Durban; the fifth Gulfrex dinner will 
be held next year in the country of . . . ; well, we shall just 
have to wait and see! 

Some crew changes occurred while we were in Auck
land. "CHESTER" ROUNDTREE was transferred to Singa
pore, one of his old haunts; and we doubt very much that 
he minded this. Good luck, partner! ROGER JOHNSON was 
promoted to co-ordinator, and WARWICK WILKS was moved 
to assistant co-ordinator. The usual reporter, Gravity 
Meter Operator JOHN KosTANIC, departed on his rotation 
break (and leave of absence). 

The ship returned to Auckland again during the latter 
part of November, and the crew renewed old friendships 
and cultivated new ones among the most hospitable New 
Zealand citizenry. Digital Equipment Engineer SAMUEL 

Below-Party 72 Senior Navigator Evans Price observes the WINS 
readings aboard the Gu/frex. Bottom-The newly installed HDDR 
system aboard the Gulfrex is checked by Observer Malcolm Lacaze. 

CRAWFORD went on his much-delayed break during this 
trip to Auckland. SAM decided to forego a visit to the 
States for an in-depth tour of New Zealand. 

All crews have their spot of bad luck, and Party 72 is no 
exception. Gun Operator RICHARD MORSE suffered a 
broken arm during the last trip. We are happy to say, how
ever, that he is mending properly and should be back on 
board by the middle of January. (Sorry about this, CHET.) 
Another crew change occurred, with Senior Navigator 
EVANS PRICE replacing Navigation Engineer JAMES (JIM) 
BYRNE, who is now with Party 81. Observer ANTHONY 
RussELL returned from his break with a smile of satisfac
tion for things accomplished- London must not have been 
too bad. 

Now, on to the present. On December 11 the ship 
arrived in Wellington, a city of cable cars, houses nesting 
precariously on hillsides, a beautiful harbor, and above all 

Below-Working with the computer on the Gu/frex are Instrument 
Technician Michael Scherling lleftl and Observer Anthony Russell. 
Bottom-Juan Delgado , digital operator, loads the EMR computer. 
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Top-Party 72 Technician Harvey Ray Grimes, Assistant Instrument 
Supervisor James Sinclair, who is visiting from the Houston in
strument lab, and Technician Michael Norris discuss the new HDDR 
system aboard the Gu/frex. Above-Admiring his new firing panel 
for the twin-gun setup on the Gulfrex is Shooter Harry Larrabee. 

some of the friendliest people in the world. We believe 
that Observer MALCOLM LACAZE, Gun Operator MARK 
ELSDEN, and Gun Mechanic DONALD SUTCLIFFE will attest 
to the friendship shown them at the Nova Bar-that is 
some place! The Oklahoma cowboy, Technician HARVEY 
RAY GRIMES, and the Scottish bard, Junior Observer 
ADRIAN MILLER, were seen trying their talents at the Lion 
Tavern; but we are afraid that we cannot confirm any con
quests. Party 72's two aristocratic gentlemen, Gravity 
Meter Operator RoNALD MANISON and Navigation Engi
neer KENNETH HENDERSON, were particularly interested in 
the excellent cuisine at one of the first-class restaurants. 

"All play and no work makes for a dull man" is a state
ment applicable to the crew's habits during port calls; 
Wellington was no different. Preparations were made to 
use the 3,200-meter cable, and miscellaneous other work 
was completed on the gun system and Gulfrex equipment. 

SPRING 1973 

Top-Checking out the cooking aboard the Gu/frex are two Party 
72 crew members, Party Manager John Pfingsten and Co-ordinator 
Roger Johnson. Above-Observer Anthony Russell, Assistant Co-or
dinator Warwick Wilks, Observer Malcolm Lacaze, and Co-ordinator 
Roger Johnson enjoy relaxing and talking while waiting for lunch . 

RON MANISON left with his trusty land gravity meter to get 
local readings, and Instrument Technician MICHAEL 
ScHERLING spent some time "baby sitting" his computer 
and testing program revisions. Senior Navigation Engineer 
MICHAEL SLEVINSKI was constantly hovering over his sec
ond love, WINS®. For those who know MIKE there is no 
need to mention his first love and for others a hint-Tai
wan. Digital Operator PAco DELGADO was roaming around 
his computer muttering something in Spanish, which this 
reporter could not understand. Possibly, it is better that he 
could not. This was Wellington, a typical Gufrex port call. 

Needless to say, Westerners, if you ever have a chance 
to doodlebug down this way, take it. The sea conditions 
can be rough, but the beauty of the country and the hos
pitality of the people are more than enough to make up for 
any discomforts. It is the "Emerald Isle of the Pacific." 
Haere Ra, which is farewell in Maori. 
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PARTY 87-ARABIAN GULF . . 

VIC COURTICE, Reporter-Photographer 

In the Arabian Gulf seismic parties come and go, but 
it seems that in recent years Party 74 has established 
itself as the Gulf crew. In early October, however, under 
the captaincy of AUGUST (DUCKY) ALVES, the Western 
Geophysical I sailed into Dubai from Singapore, via 
Colombo, Ceylon; and a newcomer to Arabian waters, 
Party 87, was reborn. Since then both crews have been 
working non-stop in and around Bahrain, Iran, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, Abu Dhabi, and Dubai. In early December, 
with the work load easing up , Party 74's vessel, the 
Western Geophysical Ill, moved to Bahrain for a long
awaited overhaul. 

As with all crew changes and mergers, there have been 
many reassignments for these two parties. Co-ordinator 
ADRIAN HARRIS, Digital Technician Trainee ROGER BAR
RETT, Helper GREG KIBBLE, and Assistant Observer 
ROGER EDMONDS joined Party 62 in Cretone, Italy; and 
Co-ordinator TERRY SADLER came with Co-ordinator DoN 
HURSEY to Party 87. Helpers TOMMY TROTTER, RoD 
BRAYBROOK, and HUGH GOODMAN are destined to join an 
ex-Gulf party manager, Supervisor Roy PECK, in the 
Western office in Perth, Western Australia. Gun Operator 
JIM HARVEY was to have gone to Perth too; but due to a 
minor operation in Bahrain his doctor refused to let him 
go, even though he had his flight confirmed and his ticket 
in his hand-hard luck, JIM! Like many Westerners, 
however, JrM enjoys working in the Arbian Gulf and was 
not really disappointed. 

Amidst cries of "Please do not send me to the North 
Sea in the winter,'' sun-tanned and salt-encrusted Helpers 
ROGER JOYCE and PAT O'SULLIVAN and Assistant Obser
ver STEVE HURST returned to London for reassignment to 
- yes, you have guessed it- the North Sea! Observer 
LARRY HENRY, happy in the knowledge that he is to remain 

Above-Western sister ships, the Western Geophysical I and 
the Western Geophysical Ill, are docked in Bahrain. Below 
left--This Arab provides Westerners with a five-cent ride 
across Dubai Creek. The alternative for Party 87 crew mem
bers is a two-dollar cab ride. Belo-Western's Dubai of
fice is in the Ambassador Hotel, which can be seen behind 
this typical fishing dhow moored in Dubai Creek. The dhows 
are familiar sights to crew members in the Arabian Gulf. 
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on Party 87, can always be seen walking around with his 
usual inscrutable smile. 

Party 87's party manager, MURRAY JOHNSON, is about 
to tread nearer home shores with a reassignment to Japan 
and consequently has been busy cleaning his golf clubs. 
The young "old man of the Gulf," Party Manager DouG 
SCARBOROUGH, takes over from MURRAY in Bahrain . 

Many members of the two crews were able to get away 
on break from the rigors of the Gulf. The travel-trend
setters, TERRY SADLER and Seaman LAURIE WARRINGTON 
and DIETMAR JAKOBS, marine engineer of Party 74, took 
off in October for a 10-day break in Massawa, Ethiopia, 
where, we believe, they have many friends. They have 
been followed out of sheer curiosity and apprehension by 
Observer GARY CREWE and D igital Operator PETER HALL, 
who at the time of writing are still there. 

Horseback riding has become a popular pastime for 
many of the crew members in Bahrain; and on most 
mornings in the early dawn, cars can be seen leaving the 
Western office carrying experienced horseback riders and 
complete novices, all grim faced and set to do battle with 
the ferocious Arabian stallions that inhabit nearby beach 
stables. Battered and bone-shattered by their efforts, our 
stalwart equestrians, shaking and sweat-soaked, return to 
the office in time for breakfast. 

We were delighted to receive a visit from London office 
Secretary PAM BROWN, who, having been lucky enough 
to get away from wintry London, followed the sun to 
Dubai, where she joined DOUG and ILSE SCARBOROUGH 
for a few days. PAM then came to Bahrain for two days, 
where she met both crews, witnessed the Western Geo
physical I putting to sea, and went for a car tour of Bah
rain Island. She then returned briefly to Dubai to pick up 
her flight back to London. 

Anyone who has visited Bahrain in the boiling, humid 
heat of summer would wonder how the weather could 
ever get so cold in winter. A freezing cold north wind, or 

Getting ready to load oil aboard the Western Geophysical I in the 
Ara bian Gulf are, from the left, Seaman Christopher Roche, Marine 
Engineer Die tmar Jakobs of Party 74, and Captain August Alves. 

shamal, is blowing through Bahrain with a vengeance, and 
everyone is putting on what few winter clothes he pos
sesses and is still shivering in the process. Cold- and wet
weather clothing has been ordered from London and is 
eagerly awaited by the back-deck crew. 

Now we look forward to those hazy, not-so-lazy days 
of summer; and, with Party 87 having enough work to 
keep everyone busy for several months to come, "not-so
lazy" is a strong possibility! 

Left-Familiar to nea rly every Westerner who ha s eve r visited Bahra in in the past six years is Westem's driver, Aziz, who poses beside 
his taxi. Center- Marine Eng inee r Charli e Stevens re laxe s in the cold winier sun of Bahrain as he returns from break to Party 87 and 
the Western Geophysical I. Right-Seaman Laurie Wa rring ton opera tes the cable reel motor on the back deck of the Western Geophysical I. 



PARTY 82-RANGOON, BURMA ... 

CAROLYN SCHULSTAD and TOM SPENCELEY, Re porters 
A. E. MORRISON, Photographer 

The Western Islander, launched on February 13, 1972, 
to the accompaniment of the roaring of Singapore's Lion 
Dancers, has been performing like a tiger ever since. When 
her shakedown trials had been completed and the minor 
"bugs," present in any new vessel, had been eliminated, 
the ship sailed from Singapore, bound for West Irian, In
donesia, on March 21. She popped her maiden pop at 8:01 
A.M. on April 6 and since then has popped her way through 
Indonesia from West Irian to Ceram Island, Java, East 
Kalimantan (Borneo), and East Malaysia and is still going 
strong in her present location offshore Burma. 

The vessel arrived in Rangoon, the capital and major 
port of the Republic of Burma, in mid-November. While 
the usual arrival formalities were being completed, the 
Western crew members spent a few days sightseeing before 
sailing for the prospect area. Rangoon is dominated by the 
gleaming spires of pagodas. The golden Shwe Dagon is a 
colossal spire that stands on a low hill appropriately 
chosen by its earliest founders over 2.500 years ago. The 
graven images and wood carvings, which are to be found 
at every corner and on every wall and roof, are fascinating. 
The bell of the pagoda is encrusted with gold leaf to a 
height of 300 feet and is topped by a spire that is shaped 
like a plantain bud , which is surmounted by an umbrella 
gilded and studded with rubies and emeralds. The pinnacle 
of the umbrella is made up of a bejewelled vane and a 
diadem of diamonds , numbering over 5,000. Equally in
teresting are the Sule Pagoda and the Bo-ta-taung Pagoda, 
which are situated in the heart of the city. 

To wander the streets of Rangoon is never boring. Every 
day you see something different: the umbrella repair and 
salesman, with all of his bits of wire and spikes; the fou n
tain pen vendor, with his case of pens; the piles of second
hand books that stretch for sometimes half a block; and 
the man with his tray of loose mothballs hanging from his 
neck, adding yet another smell to the exotic odors that are 
already assailing the nostrils. It is difficult to progress along 
the pavement without stepping on a vendor or some of his 
wares. The magic shows are great time-consumers. There 
are usually two men, one who does the tricks with tubes, 
cloth , baskets, and the like, often producing a snake as a 
climax to the show, and the other who talks constantly to 
the audience explaining the tricks and extolling the skill of 
his partner. They then get down to the main business of 
selling all sorts of packets and bottles of "medicine" that 
are guaranteed to cure all ills. 

Almost everybody here wears national dress. For the 
women this constitutes a longyi, the skirt, tied similar to a 
sarong, and the aingyi, the blouse; they are usually in 
matching materials. The men wear a longyi also, always in 
a check material, with a plain shirt and the aingyi, which 
has the same name as the women's blouse but is a short 
jacket with numerous pockets. The young women wind or 
pin fresh flowers in their hair each day, which are often 
their only ornaments. 
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Above-Among the most interesting sights that Party 82 
crew men saw while visiting Rangoon was the Shwe Dagon 
Pagoda, 2,500 years old and the largest pagoda in Burma. 
The portion seen here is coated with gold leaf to a height of 
300 feel. Left-These Burmese women, in national dress, 
are touring the area that surrounds the Shwe Dagon Pagoda . 

On the day prior to leaving Rangoon for the prospect 
area, the Western Islander was visited by members of the 
government of the Republic of Burma. These members in
cluded the Minister for Mines, Commodore Thaung Tin; 
the Minister of Planning and Finance, U. Lwin; and the 
Deputy Minister of Defense, Brigadier Tin V. They were 
welcomed aboard the vessel by the American Ambassador 
to Burma, The Honorable E. W. Martin, and Western 
Geophysical Senior Vice President N. P. CRAMER. On hand 
to guide them through the intricacies of the marine, naviga
tion, and seismic equipment were Captain JuuAN JAGGARD, 
Field Supervisor G. W. BADEN POWELL, Co-ordinator JIM 
GOODIN, and Navigator TONY MORRISON. 

"IDLE THOUGHTS OF AN IDLE FELLOW"* 
Rabble-Scrabble: You know, it takes a certain kind of 

twisted mind to reduce Scrabble to a blood sport, and on 
the Western I slander we have many such minds. Perhaps 
the most twisted and bloody-minded are Co-ordinator JIM 
(HONEY BEAR) GoODIN and Observers JOSE GONZALES 
and JOHN (BLACK MAC) McTERNAN. When they sit down 
to play a "friendly" game of Scrabble, friendship is for
gotten; and to reduce injuries to a minimum, Captain 
JULIAN JAGGARD has ruled that hand guns and knives must 
first be checked with him. The game, as we understand it , 
is intended to increase one's vocabulary-and it does. 
Whether one's vocabulary is improved, however, is another 
matter. This reporter is no prude and has been known to 
murmur an occasional oath when under stress, but listen
ing to the comments of BLACK MAC and JOSE when HONEY 
BEAR scoops the board with a word such as "antidisestab
lishmentarianism" reduces us to a state bordering between 
shock and horror. Nevertheless, the verbal abuse is nothing 
compared to the kicking and the gouging that occurs when 
JosE slips in an esoteric Spanish word. So please, gentle
men, can we make a plea for a certain amount of emo
tional and physical restraint? The chefs, YEAP WEE NENG 
and WoNG Jom CHYE, are getting a little tired of wiping 
the blood off the galley bulkheads! 

Hair: When the last JOHN ScHULST AD poll was taken, it 
was found that 37% of the Western Islander crew men 
wore beards; 53% were trying, without success, to grow 
beards ; and 10% just did not know what it was all about. 
We are told that there are all sorts of Freudian-type rea
sons for growing " face fungus," but none of our crew mem
bers admits to them. Instrument Technician Eo HUDSON 
and Assistant Navigations Engineer PETER BASHAW grew 
theirs in order to protect themselves from nubile young 
girls who were perpetually pestering them with amorous 
advances. Marine Engineer JOHN CHAVERS and Assistant 
Navigations Engineer KARL STERTZBACH grew theirs to 
pass the time. JIM GooDIN wears a full set in order to catch 
the surplus honey-his favorite food-that drips from his 
mouth. His girl friend tells him that he bas the sweetest 
beard this side of heaven. I suppose that beards are all very 
well in their way, but they do cause a little discontent 
among' our beardless 10% , who find that chopping their 
way through jungles_ of matted hair to reach the recording 
room is somewhat exhausting. 

Yo-ho-ho and a Bottle of Pepsi: Paint-bedaubled and 
*The self-called " idle fellow" is Reporter Tom Spenceley. 
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covered with salt spray these go their peculiar way, chant
ing sea chanties and tying complicated knots in pieces of 
rope. Seaman PAUL (MUGSY) WINTERLY spends hours in 
the paint locker writing letters to Shenandoah, explaining 
that he loves his daughter; and Seaman Bos FIELD took 
three days to find his monkey's paw-whatever that is! 
Give JoHN (HucK) MEEKS, the mate , a sewing needle and 
a roll of canvas, and he will tum out for you the cutest 
shroud you ever did see. All that Captain "AHAB" JAGGARD 
ever does is stand on the fo'c'sle clutching a rope in his 
horny hand and muttering to himself "Tidak apa" (Indo
nesian for "It doesn't matter"). Marine Engineers JOHN 
CHAVERS and LOPEZ GONZALEZ are sure to be found under 
an engine discussing their last break. 

You May Fire When Ready: AQUAPULSE® gunners 
stand alone. They have to because no decent recording 
room man will go near them. It is not that shooters are 
social pariahs-it is just that they exude such an aura of 
muscular virility that the more effete observers and junior 
observers find their presence overpowering. Led by Gun 
Mechanic PETER (RABBIT) HORN' our gunners, GORDON 

-

Far left-Party 82 crew members on 
the dock in Burma are, back, Party 
Manager Dave Bailey lleft) and In
strument Technician Ed Hudson and, 
front, Ass istant Navigations Engi
neer Karl Stertzback !left) and Co
ordinator J im Goodin. Left-Cap
tain Ju lian Jaggard operates Party 
82' s ship, the Weslern Islander. 

Low, LEROY KRAMADIBRATA, and JAY MACE, are no ex
ception. They wear the usual gunners' motley: tattered 
denim shorts, torn T-shirts, Lil' Abner boots, and bulging 
biceps. Their shooting shack, which almost has the air of 
an operating theater, is lined with delicate precision tools 
such as sledge hammers, bolt cutters, and massive torque 
wrenches. Hanging from the ceiling are souvenirs of their 
various campaigns in Southeast Asia. These items include 
fish nets, aborigine canoes, dead sea snakes, and portions 
of coral reefs. Every souvenir is cherished and jealously 
guarded; for each could tell a tale of gunner bravery under 
fire. As the PROFILE is a family magazine, however, those 
tales must go untold. 

The Heart of the Matter: Without the recording room 
the seismic vessel is a big fat nothing. The deck depart
ment, the engineers, the gunners, the catering staff, and the 
navigators are simply there to administer to the whims and 
desires of the recording room personnel. We know that this 
is true because Junior Observers MALCOLM MILLER and 
SIMON CHAN WENG KONG, who man that sanctuary, told 
us so. The men who pass their lives in this air-conditioned 

Left-Mate John Meeks, aboard the Western Islander , watches as 
they pass fishing houses off Burma. Below-Burmese fishermen give 
instructions to Party 82 crew men on where the nets are located. 
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shrine to the twin gods Analog and Digital are dedicated 
celibates. Assistant Co-ordinator "BLACK MAc" McTER
NAN has foresworn the fleshy delights of the world and con
cerns himself only with the spiritual satisfaction that alone 
can be derived from punching an "all ones" button or ad
justing the stylus of a PFR. Observer JosE GONZALES has 
the manner of an unfrocked priest, which contributes much 
to the solemnity of his actions as he performs his role of 
"seismic recording angel." Even that budding aspirant to 
glory, Technician ToM SPENCELEY, playing out his hum
ble role of "sweeper-up of dropped bits," is not without his 
spark of religious fervor . 

Seagulls: Among the people eagerly awaiting the ship's 
arrival in each port are Party Manager JOHN (THE RED 
BARON) SCHULSTAD and occasionally Party Manager 
DAVID (BALD EAGLE) BAILEY. What more could any crew 
wish for, with such paragons of virtue for their party man
agers. They scatter per diem and mail in a sparse trail be
hind them. JOHN'S wife CAROLYN is in Rangoon for the 
duration of the job and spends her time in quiet meditation 
and reading thought-provoking books. 

Left-An unpleasant vis ito r clings 
to the cab le of Party 82 's sh ip, 
the W estern Islander, off Burma. 
Below-Helpers Le roy Kramadibro
ta and Gordon Low perform rou tine 
ma in tena nce on AQUAPULSE guns. 

Party 82 crew members reel in the 
bottom drog coble. They are, from 
the left: Junior Observer Simon 
Chan Weng Kong, Co-ord inato r J im 
Goodin, Helper Gordon Low, Assis
tant Co-ordinator John Mclernon . 
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PARTY V-17-SOMERSET, PENNSYLVANIA 

WILL Y. FORREST, Reporter-Photographer 

Party Manager JAMES (JrM) WESTON led his Florida
acclimated Party V-17 into the hills of southwest Penn
sylvania in mid-June 1972 on a spike job that evolved into 
a permanent crew move. Our new home, Somerset, Penn
sylvania, is located in a broad synclinal valley between the 
Allegheny and Laurel Mountains. White settlers first 
entered this territory in 1754 through a water gap in the 
Alleghenies. George Washington fought his first battle 
during Indian uprisings in this area. Early American cul
ture is still evident in Somerset County, which is located 
in the heart of the "antique belt." Many covered bridges, 
ancient flour mills, old buildings, and other relics of early 
Americana are here to be appreciated. 

The topography of Somerset County contains some 
spectacular relief. The region is rolling with mountainous 
ridges that culminate with the highest point in Pennsyl
vania, Mount Davis, in the Negro Mountain ridge, an 
altitude of 3,213 feet. Year-round recreation abounds in 
the area, with fishing and golf in the summer; hunting for 
elusive wild turkey, pheasant, grouse, and deer in the fall; 
and skiing in the colder months. Several ski resorts are 
located in the higher elevations; and with the first heavy 
snows Field Clerk WrLL FORREST led Vibrator Operator 
GARY WrLSON, Helper TERRY PATTERSON, and our trouble
shooter and jack-of-all-trades, Helper RICKEY (HEAD) 
MILLER, on a skiing expedition to world-famous Seven 
Springs resort. Results o~ said expedition were less than 
enthusiastic; TERRY and HEAD are not likely to approach 
a ski slope again! 
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Left-Watching a Party V-17 "Vibroseis" 
unit in operation by the side of a road 
near Somerset, Pennsylvania, are, from 
the left, Vibrator Operator Gary Wilson 
and Helpers Charles Tripp and Rickey 
Miller. Below-Party V-17 Observer Rich
ard Corey operates the recording equip
ment, with Helper Cordie Flanders, Jr., 
looking on.-Photos courtesy of Woshing
ton (Pa.) "Observer-Reporter." 
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Left-Watching a Party V-17 "Vibroseis" 
unit in operation by the side of a road 
near Somerset, Pennsylvania, are, from 
the left, Vibrator Operator Gary Wilson 
and Helpers Charles Tripp and Rickey 
Miller. Below-Party V-17 Observer Rich
ard Corey operates the recording equip
ment, with Helper Cordie Flanders, Jr., 
looking on.-Photos courtesy of Washing· 
ton (Pa.) "Observer·Reporter.'' 
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The surface geology of the area is dominated by Car
boniferous period rocks in imposing evidence as the land
scape is pocked with abundant bituminous coal strip mines. 
Coal mining remains the chief source of economy for the 
area. The Lower Paleozoic strata in the subsurface, re
cording the structure of which is Party V-17's ultimate 
purpose, is an average of 20,000 feet thick in the Allegheny 
Plateau region of southwest Pennsylvania. As most of 
Pennsylvania's historic petroleum finds have been con
fined to shallow zones of Oriskany sandstone of Devonian 
period, the older rocks, which comprise more than 85 % 
of the stratigraphic section, are relatively unexplored. As 
the demand for gas and oil increases, V-17's and other 
crews' accomplishments will hopefully aid Western's clients 
in developing the potentially productive western Penn
sylvania area into a new major petroleum province within 
the next decade. 

Western's "Vibroseis"® operations have stimulated 
much interest from the natives in Pennsylvania. Observer 
RICHARD COREY was interviewed on Pittsburgh television 
station WQED last August 22, and the Observer-Reporter 
newspaper in Washington, Pennsylvania, ran a favorable 
article on October 19 featuring pictures of the recording 
truck and a vibrator in operation. The story reported 
Party V-17's activities in the area and the renewed interest 
in oil and gas exploration by Western's client. As the work 
is being done along highway rights-of-way, according to 
the story we have attracted considerable public attention. 

The addition of a mini-trail bike for the survey crew has 
increased Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON'S efficiency and 
is saving Rodman JIM (EASY RIDER) WACHOB'S shoe 
leather. 

Moving north of the Mason-Dixon Line brought many 
changes in Party V -1 Ts personnel as the Florida boys 
began migrating back to the South with the first "cold 
snap." Our new jug crew is composed of local hires; they 
are Helpers LARRY TROY, MIKE BUCKNER, MIKE SUMNERS, 
DENNIS (Doc) CHABOL, RICHARD SEITZER, DONALD 
BARRON, BRAD WHIPPERMAN, MARK A. GARY, BILL 
GRIFFITH, and DAVID SIZEMORE. With the new additions, 
old recording crew hands RICKEY MILLER, Helpers D. 
CLYDE KENDRICK and CORDlE FLANDERS, JR., and Junior 
Observer DOUGLAS GARDAPE have maintained V-17's 
efficient operations. Helper CORDIE (SHORTY) FLANDERS, 
SR. , has taken on the responsibility of "safety engineer," 
and woe to the one caught without his safety vest when 
mighty SHORTY is about. 

Several of Party V-l 7's men have forsaken freedom for 
the "privations" of marital bliss. Helper CHARLES J. TRIPP 
married the former MARIL Y M. MENSER of Somerset last 
November 21; Helper WILLIAM D. GRIFFITH wed the 
former PAULA MATTHEWS of Somerset on November 14; 
Helper LARRY K. TROY married the former MARLA COLLINS 
of Somerset on December 3 ; and Survey Helper TERRY 
THOMPSON succumbed to the charms of the former JAN ICE 
SUE SNEAD of Shamrock, Texas, on December 21. 

Party V-17 on July 28 had their earned Safety Dinner, 
which evolved into a feast of proportions to rival the halls 
of Westpark Drive in Houston. Party Manager JIM WESTON 
presented Vibrator Operator R. T. (MICKEY) NASH with 
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Top-Party V-17 Surveyor Orville Thompson works by the roadside 
near Somerset, Pennsylvania, while Helper Terry Thompson avoids 
looking at the camera. Center-Helper Rickey Miller replaces a 
cable. Above-Helper Cordie Flanders, Sr., returns to his truck. 
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At Seven Springs resort near Somerset, Pennsylvania, Party V-17 
Rodman James !Easy Rider) Wachob marks a survey station. Beside 
him is his trusty mini-bike, which helps save his shoe leather. 

Party Manager James Weston lrightl presents an award to Vibrator 
Operator R. T. !Mickey) Nash for 20 years of outstanding service. 
The presentation was made during the Party V-17 Safety Dinner. 

his 20-Year Service Pin. Key personnel receiving Safety 
Awards were Surveyor ORVILLE THOMPSON, Observer 
HUGH RrLEY, Correlator Operator JIMMlE H. BARBOUR, 
and Vibrator Operator W. C. (SARGE) NELSON. Safety 
Engineer CHET HALE was there to congratulate the crew. 
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Party V-17 crew men worked near Seven Springs resort, where this 
old sawmill is located. It is one of the many historical sites 
to be found in the "antique belt" of southwestern Pennsylvania. 

At Party V-17's dinner are, from the left: Helpers John Clark 
and Terry Patterson, Vibrator Operator Gary Wilson, and Helper 
Rickey Miller. Standing in back is Safety Engineer Chet Hale. 

Our deepest sympathy was extended to MICKEY NASH 
and his family on the death of his father in Sweetwater, 
Texas, last November 17. 

(.At the end of 1972 Party V -17 moved back to the South, 
locating in West Point, Mississippi.-Ed.) 
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wn Western's line 
for 25 years 

ARCH 1948 was a great month for Western Geophysi-
cal as it brought to the Company three outstanding 

employees who are observing their 25th service anniversar
ies. They are L. L. (Lee) Armond, Roland E. Broughton, 
and R. K. (Ken) Bryant, all now living in the Houston area. 

Personnel Director Lee Armond is a Westerner who has 
worn many hats-at the same time! It is not often that a 
person who does this has a vice president say of him, "Lee 
has served well beyond the call of duty." This was a sum
mation of his praise of Lee as an "extremely loyal em
ployee," "dependable," "gets the job done," and "will do 
anything to further the good of the Company." 

This last is proved by the tight check Lee keeps on 
everything within his jurisdiction. He "goes by the book," 
and after 25 years he knows management's book probably 
better than anyone. In fact, several years ago he spent 
much time on rewriting the Administrative Manual. 

Those many hats? Hired March 29, 1948, in Los An
geles as administrative assistant to the late Sydney J. 
Chester, who was the Company's legal counsel, personnel 
director, and corporate secretary, Lee started immediately 
donning some of the hats as he assisted his boss in the 
latter's various activities. Then in mid-1953 he was made 
office manager of the general office. By the time this office 
moved from downtown Los Angeles to Western's new 
building on North La Brea A venue, in August 1960, Lee 
was handling the opening (early) and closing (late) of the 
office, hiring, personnel records, purchasing, and com
munications, which included opening and distributing the 
mail, repairing the Multilith, and sometimes doing the 
printing. The move added another hat, this one labeled 
building maintenance. In this capacity Lee did everything 
but sweep out; in emergencies he was even the plumber 
and the lighting and air-conditioning "engineer." 

In the meantime Mr. Chester had passed away, in Feb
ruary 1960, and his assistant took over all personnel duties 
and in 1966 was relieved of his office manager chores. 
Lee has been described as "a very intense and yet most 
congenial" person; add to these traits those of experience, 
kindness, and understanding, and you have a good per
sonnel man. In spite of the fact that Lee's desk was always 
piled high, he always had time for everyone, whether the 
problem be business or personal, major or minor. Another 
death on the general office staff, that of Carl Gerdes, placed 
a safety hat on Lee's overloaded head and more paper
work on his overcrowded desk until the Company hired a 
safety engineer. Lee "gives his all," and "his all" is more 
than that of most persons. 
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Whenever Western has sought to relieve this "man of 
many hats" of one of his tasks, it has almost invariably 
resulted in the hiring of not just one person but often two 
or three per task; some are now handled by not just another 
person or two but by whole departments, due in part, of 
course, to Company growth. 

Before we get down to his present duties and before 
our readers, including our subject, think that he is a true 
paragon of virtue, let us tilt his halo a bit! Lee has always 
expected those working for him, both directly and indir
ectly, to do their work well; and if they do not, watch out! 
He does have a bit of Irish in him, and his Irish temper 
will out. The nice part about Lee is that when he "blows 
his top," he cools off fast and the incident is closed. Some 
of his best friends are among those with whom he has had 
the stormiest arguments but remain his greatest admirers 
and respect him the most. Many are the Westerners for 
whom he has gone to bat and even put himself out on a 
limb. 

Moving with wife Betty to Houston in September 1969, 
Personnel Director Armond now establishes and main-

Personnel Director L. L. (Leel Armond lleftl and President Booth 
B. Strange talk over Lee's years with the company on the occasion 
of his 25th service anniversary. Lee, a "man of many hats," has 
served Western in many and varied capacities since March 1948. 
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tains Western's personnel policy, directs wage and salary 
programs and employee insurance, and heads the depart
ment that maintains personnel records and determines all 
employees' eligibility for pay and Company benefits. He 
is also administrator of the Profit Sharing Plan and one 
of the two assistant corporate secretaries. 

The background of this veteran's ability to fill all of the 
assignments given him in these 25 years includes a bache
lor of science degree, with majors in finance, accounting, 
and transportation, from the University of Southern Cali
fornia and a certificate in industrial relations from the 
University of California at Los Angeles. 

A native of Dayton, Ohio, Lee moved with his family 
to Los Angel'es when he was 11 years old. There in senior 
high he was active in track and football. His USC studies 
were interrupted for almost three years by World War II. 
First Lieutenant Lee Armond was a pilot of the U.S. Army 
Air Force in the South Pacific Theatre and participated in 
General MacArthur's landing on Luzon in the Philippines. 

Lee's outside interests, according to one friend, include 
sports, music, and "all things that go on in this world." 
Lee himself says that he is interested in all sports, and he 
follows those of USC particularly closely. One who be
lieves in keeping physically fit, he is active in tennis, bowl
ing, and golf and is a member of the Net Set Racquet Club 
in Houston. Two of his greatest outside interests reside in 
Long Beach, California, daughter Sandy Lee Long and 
granddaughter Gretchen Ginelle. Wife Betty shares his 
tennis and bowling activities and is also interested in 
wildlife and gardening. 

Often employees who work in the office are little known 
and little recognized, but many in the field know that there 
is no Westerner who is more dedicated and a harder and 
more conscientious worker than Lee Armond. He is one 
of the Company's greatest "behind the scenes" assets. 

Another of "Western's unsung heroes" is Roland Brough
ton, administrative department manager of the Galveston 
laboratory and shops. When he walked into the Western 
office on March 3, 1948, little did he realize that this one 
visit would influence his life for the next 25 years. Holding 
a B. S. degree in business administration from Marquette 
University, Roland was an accountant ("one of the best 
accountants in the Company," says one lab manager) and 
was first assigned to the Hope Street lab in Los Angeles, 
then to the general office accounting department, and later 
to administrative duties. 

When the lab was moved from Hope Street to Western's 
new special building on North La Brea Avenue, in Septem
ber 1952, Roland became office manager of the new lab 
and shops in a few years. He still held this position when 
the facilities were moved to Galveston, Texas, in August 
1969, with the Broughtons as part of the "caravan." 

Roland's many and varied duties are best described by 
one of his colleagues at the lab throughout the years: "His 
job as office manager is not one of the more glamorous 
jobs within the Company. He has done everything, from 
mowing the grass to serving as delivery boy, as well as 
being the office administrator. If the paper that has gone 
across his desk were put on a huge scale, it would weigh 
tons. When any question about charges or Company pro-
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Roland Broughton I left), administrative department manager of the 
Galveston laboratory and shops, receives his 25-Year Se rvice Pin 
and hearty congratulations from Senior Vice President Carl Savit. 

cedures arises, we have always counted on Roland to set us 
straight. His office is open to everyone at any time." 

Working many a night, Saturday, and Sunday in order 
to get the paperwork straight and to the main office on 
time, Roland, fellow lab men say, never complains or 
gripes. He runs a very strict department and works harder 
than anyone, a co-worker adds. It is no wonder that a vice 
president has said that Roland is not just dedicated but 
more so than usual. Another colleague gives his personal 
inspiration: "To work with Roland is always trying to catch 
up to his pace; he manages to stay always a few steps ahead 
of you. This has been a challenge for me and many others 
who have worked with him." 

Roland's sense of humor and being a good joker are 
noted by all. In the 20 years one man has worked with 
Roland, he reports that there are very few times he has 
seen him in a bad mood. This veteran office manager has 
been described as "Chaplain" of the "L.A." lab and now of 
the Galveston facility. He has listened to many, many em
ployees talk over their personal problems at home or at 
work. You go away with a little less burden, they say, and 
his replies may not be what you want to hear but are always 
fair and honest. 

This kind and conscientious Westerner was born in 
Bridger, Montana. Orphaned at the age of 4, Roland was 
raised by a grandmother and aunt in Minnesota. After at
tending junior college in Virginia, Minnesota, for two years, 
he joined the army in January 1940 and spent the next five 
and a half years working in one finance office after another, 
in the States, Iceland, and Europe. Roland and wife Joan, 
of Milwaukee, had become engaged before he went over
seas in August 1941 and on his return were married in 
Arizona in March 1945. Discharged as a master sergeant 
the following August, Roland enrolled at Marquette, grad
uating in February 1948 and going to work for Western a 
month later. 

The Broughtons, after almost giving up the hope of 
having children, at the age of 37 hit the jackpot on July 2, 
1954, with the birth of twins Nancy and Jeffrey. The 
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twins were graduated from Clear Creek High School in 
League City, Texas, last May. Nancy is now taking a 
nurses' course at Galveston Memorial Hospital and hopes 
to become a registered nurse. Jeffrey is attending San Ja
cinto College, in Pasadena, Texas, and is interested in 
restaurant management. 

Roland himself has been involved in Masonry, being 
made a Master Mason in 1954 and master of Melrose 
Lodge No. 602 in Hollywood in 1963. Also, during the 
years 1963 through 1969 he was a dedicated "Scouter." 
He found that helping youth through their very formative 
years was indeed rewarding-especially so when Jeffrey 
received the Eagle Scout Award at the age of 14lh. 

After working for Western 21 years, Roland made his 
first move with the Company, from Los Angeles to Clear 
Lake City, Texas, when the lab and shops were moved to 
Pelican Isle in Galveston. Currently he performs his duties 
as administrative department manager under Rob Rector, 
general manager of the Galveston facility. 

The friendship of this valuable "unsung" Westerner has 
touched many, and one man sums up what Roland means 
to them with "And the friendship has lasted." 

"It has been my good fortune to have had the pleasure 
of working with Ken Bryant on an almost continuous basis 
since 1949," says one of Western's senior vice presidents. 
"In my opinion Western does not have a more sincere, 
dedicated employee. Ken has consistently given his very 
best on every job to which he has been assigned, and 'his 
very best' has salvaged many a potentially disastrous 
situation." 

The vice president continues about this 25-year Western 
veteran, now a supervisor: "Ken started with Western as a 
driller's helper, and he has never lost his fondness for field 
operations. His genuine interest in and understanding of 
field objectives, plus his willingness to listen to the prob
lems and suggestions for solution offered by our personnel 
on the crews, have led to more efficient operations on many 
Western crews. Ken most certainly has played a major role 
in building and maintaining Western's reputation as 'the 
best operators in the business.' " 

That Ken listens to and helps his men was pointed out 
by another Westerner. According to this man, for any prob
lem that an employee might take to Ken, Ken will give the 
person a good answer or say, "I do not know, but I'll get 
an answer"-and he will. The men respect him for this and 
work hard for him. 

The affable, but modest, Ken insists that he is "strictly 
from 'Dullsville,' " that he has done nothing outstanding 
except work-helper, computer, chief computer, party 
manager, party chief, assistant supervisor, and supervisor. 
Actually, Ken is a native of Dike, Texas, and at 19 had 
earned his B. S. degree in mathematics from East Texas 
State University. During college years he played semi-pro 
baseball and after graduation taught math and coached 
baseball and basketball. (Yes, wife Virgie is a "weekend 
TV widow" as Ken enjoys all sports and those baseball, 
football, and basketball games that he does not see in per
son he watches on television.) Entering the service during 
World War II, Ken became a sergeant in the Armed Forces 
Southwest Pacific Area Command. 
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Then came Western Geophysical and the climb up the 
ladder as he traveled the "doodlebug trail" through the 
Rocky Mountain states, the South, Alaska, Canada, Mex
ico, and Central and South America. Ken's experience in
cludes land seismic and gravity work and marine shallow
water and deep-water jobs. In recent years he has become 
the right hand of V. C. (Vic) Boyd, now vice president of 
South American operations; as such Ken has spent about 
half of his time in one or another of the Latin American 
countries. To him all of his work has been interesting
"from getting lost on my first water haul as a helper to my 
recent trip to the Nicaragua earthquake area." 

As one Westerner put it, you cannot discuss Ken and 
Western without including Virgie. The Bryants have moved 
in excess of 75 times; and not only was Virgie never heard 
to complain, but her bright, cheery, optimistic outlook has 
raised the spirits of many weary doodlebuggers. Ken and 
Virgie have a 17-year-old daughter, Vicki. Virgie is in
volved in church work, as a member of the adult choir and 
as choir mother for the young people's choir. From last 
December 26 to January 2 she chaperoned a ski trip to 
Colorado for 45 high school students. Then on January 
18 she and Ken traveled to Washington, D. C., to help 
chaperon, at the Inaugural Parade, the Houston Memorial 
High band and 100-girl marching group, the Markettes. 
Vicki, a "straight A" student and member of the National 
Honor Society, is, in her senior year, the head majorette 
of the Markettes. 

"Western is indeed fortunate to have Ken Bryant as an 
employee, and the fact that he has Virgie for a wife makes 
us doubly blessed,'' sums up a vice president. "They are 
fine people and-they are Western." 

"They are Western" is a tribute that will not be attained 
by all Westerners, even after 25 years of service, for it 
takes the utmost dedication, interest, and working beyond 
the call of duty to earn it. Lee Armond, Roland Broughton, 
and Ken Bryant have done so. 

With the map showing North and South America as an appropriate 
background, Supervisor Ken Bryant !left) is congratulated on his 
25 years with Western by Senior Vice President Howard Dingman. 
Ken's travels in those years include the Rocky Mountain States, 
the South, Alaska, Canada, Mexico, and Central and South America. 



Retiring employees were honored at a dinner party December 5 in Galveston, hosted by President Booth B. Strange and wife Loura . Above 
are the honorees with their host and hostess, from the left: front, Russell I Bing) Crosby and wife Velma, Poul Biggs and wife Signe, 
President Strange and wife Laura, and Ben Niehenke. Other guests attending the party were long-time friends and close associates of the 
retirees . Some of them, visible in the background, are , from the left: Howard Dingman, I top of head I, Anne Liberty, Roland Broughton, 
Aletha Towns, Margaret Hale (top of head I, Sylvia Moines I bock of head) , John Mollere I part of head I , Marjorie Rector, and John Maines . 

MIXED EMOTIONS were very much in evidence at the dinner 
party in Galveston on December 5 hosted by President Booth 
B. Strange and wife Laura in honor of retiring employees and 
their wives: Ben and Leona Niehenke, Paul and Signe Biggs, 
Russell (Bing) and Velma Crosby, and Nuel Putnam. Nuel 
could not attend, and Leona was also unable to be present 
due to priority claims of a new granddaughter in California. 
Other guests, all Westerners, were long-time friends and close 
associates of the honorees. 

Many experiences were recalled as the evening progressed, 
and a talley of the years worked for Western by the 12 em
ployees present totaled 313 years. (Wives' years did not count!) 
The climax of the evening was President Strange's presenta
tion of gold Accutron watches to the men who are retiring, 
with special commendation and appreciation for the contribu
tions that each has made to Western and for the pleasant 
associations through the years. 
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These men are the first to receive this award, which was 
initiated this year. To be eligible for the watch an employee 
must be retiring at age 65 with 15 or more years of service or, 
if retiring before age 65, must have worked 35 years or longer 
for Western. 

Among the guests invited but out of town at this time were 
Floyd (Pogen) Davis and wife Gwen, who will be enjoying 
the pleasures of retirement effective January I . Pogen is taking 
early retirement after having been a member of the "Western 
Family" only 30 years. 

While wishing the honorees continuing health and happiness 
in retirement, all of their friends felt a great awareness of how 
much they will be missed in every way. We hope that they 
will keep in touch and visit us often.-Margaret Hale. 

Visiting may be more of a problem for some than for others. 
Two have already left the Houston-Galveston area, and others 
will remain for at least a while. All but Nuel were working in 
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the Galveston lab and shops when they retired, and three of 
the four had moved with the facility from Los Angeles in the 
late summer of 1969. 

It was back to California for one 38-year Western veteran, 
Instrument Supervisor Ben Niehenke. In a way, he and Leona 
had never left it for, instead of selling their home in 1969, 
they had "saved" it for retirement by letting daughter Margot 
and her husband live in it while they were gone. The Niehen
kes had lived in Los Angeles since late 1945, when Ben was 
transferred from a Western shop in Bakersfield, California. 

It was in that town that this veteran, a native of Washing
ton, was hired as a helper. He traveled the "doodlebug trail" 
for several years as an observer after his first eight months . 
Leona joined him on the trail after their marriage in 1937. 
Although her traveling days were shortened by her husband's 
assignment to the shop, his were not. Known for his "sixth 
sense" about recording equipment, Ben was summoned by 
Western crews in not only the western half of the United 
States, including Alaska, but also throughout the world when 
they needed expert help and advice. 

Now Ben has settled down, at least for a while. The first 
thing that he did upon his return home was to make the 
acquaintance of his new, and second, granddaughter. His 
plans to do some painting and other work around the house 
were postponed by the flu , which hit both him and Leona early 
in January. After he finishes-or has had enough of-house 
improvement, Ben and Leona may take some trips. As the 
much-traveled Ben explained, on his company trips someone 
always met him at the airport and drove him directly to camp, 
and he never had the opportunity to see anything but the 
prospect; also, Leona could never accompany him on these 
business trips. When they get around to it, he has in mind as 
starters Hawaii and then Mexico. Asked about hobbies, Ben 
said that he finally gave up on them. It seems that every time 
he and Leona would become interested in something and start 
it, he would be called out of town, which would end that 
hobby. He cited square-dancing classes as an example. 

Until their house in Houston is sold, the other 38-year 
Western veteran, Field Equipment Supervisor Bing Crosby, 
and wife Velma can visit their friends in the lab area often. 
Then they plan to move to Florida-"The farther south the 
better," says Velma, "I guess we have been out of the cold 
weather too long." The Crosbys have spent plenty of time 
in cold country. Hired as a drill helper in Kansas, Bing tra
veled with crews in cold areas; and later as drill supervisor 
out of the Los Angeles shop, he made frequent trips to the 
Rocky Mountain area and Canada to help solve drilling prob
lems. Furthermore, the Crosbys lived almost 10 years in Cas
per, Wyoming, where Bing became shop supervisor. 

In 1959 the Crosbys did an about-face, both in temperature 
and geography; they went to Libya, where Bing was needed 
as drill and equipment supervisor for Western's first crew in 
the Sahara Desert. Four years later, plus one brief stint in the 
Shreveport, Louisiana, shop, Bing and Velma were off to hot, 
desert country again, this time in the Hadhramaut and Aden, 
for two years. After almost a year in Western's former shop 
in Midland, Texas, Bing was transferred to the Los Angeles 
laboratory and shops in April 1966. He and Velma had to 
move to the Galveston area a month ahead of the scheduled 
facility move in 1969 because their house in the Woodland 
Hills suburb of Los Angeles was sold only 24 hours after it 
was put up for sale! 

Having lived in their Houston home for almost four years, 
Velma says, "Looks as if we had to retire so we could make 
another move." What a doodlebugger! Their planned move to 
Florida will place them not only in a warm climate but also 
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closer to Huntsville, Alabama, where daughter Joyce, her 
husband Raymond Straits, granddaughter Cathy (now in her 
mid-teens), and grandson Steve (early teens) live . Thus, like 
the Niehenkes, the Crosbys will be enjoying grandchildren in 
their retirement. 

The first week in January saw Western's 30-year, retired 
expert driller-mechanic, Pogen Davis, and wife Gwen depart 
Galveston-Houston for "home" in Oklahoma, where they have 
had a house in Stratford for quite a few years. As they pre
pared to leave Texas, they were looking forward to going 
through their "junk" to see what they had accumulated over 
the years from everywhere. "Everywhere" is the appropriate 
word, for Pogen served Western in many states and on most 
of the continents and had his family with him. Places they 
missed in job assignments they picked up en route from one 
to another or on vacations and breaks. 

In the midst of packing Gwen felt that she never wanted to 
see another suitcase or packing carton again and that being 
settled would seem like a bit of heaven. At the same time, 
however, she admitted that come spring the Davises might 
get "itchy feet" and be out doing some more traveling as they 
have really enjoyed it. No doubt their first trips will be to 
Norman, Oklahoma, and to Chattanooga, Tennessee. Daugh
ter Cyndy is a freshman at the University of Oklahoma; and 
son Floyd, Jr. (Butch) and his wife Cheryl live in Chattanooga, 
where Butch has a job with TV A. In the meantime a real gar
den, not just a pot on a patio, is planned. Gwen is the gardener, 
and Pogen thinks that he would enjoy building a little "green
house" so that his wife can putter the year around. 

The PROFILE has been unable to learn the retirement plans 
of Shooter Nuel (Put) Putnam but will venture a guess that, 
when he left Party 32 in Texas at the end of 1972, he also 
headed for Oklahoma. Put owns a farm near Leon, the same 
farm on which he was working when he was hired by Western 
30 years ago last September. When finally persuaded to take 
a full three weeks' vacation away from the crew last summer, 
he went to his farm and worked there; so chances are that is 
what he is doing now. Although Put was unable to attend the 
Stranges' party for retirees in Galveston, he was accorded one 
of his own. It was small but as much as this !1achelor veteran 
shooter, who shuns parties, would want. Field Supervisor 
Monroe Taylor went from Houston to Party 32 in Hearne, 
Texas, where he and Party Manager G . B. (Barney) Totten 
took Nuel out for dinner. They talked over old times, not the 
future, and Monroe gave Put his watch. 

Return to California or remain in Texas? That question re
mained unanswered by Paul and Signe Biggs when the PROFILE 
heard from them in mid-January . They had been gathering 
folders about a Caribbean cruise when Paul's 93-year-old 
mother, who is with them in Houston, became quite ill; so 
any cruise plans are being held in abeyance. The dapper Paul, 
mechanical prototype engineer in the Galveston shop on his 
retirement after 17 years with Western and its machine shop, 
has a boat and is enjoying it to the fullest extent possible now. 
Signe is continuing to be busy with her bookkeeping. Having 
worked most of her life, she found herself "climbing the walls" 
when they moved from Los Angeles to Houston and so got 
herself a job with a home building company. California will 
see them sooner or later, however, if only for visits; they have 
children and grandchildren in the area of their former home. 
Son Clifford, now flying a company executive plane, his wife, 
and 31/2 -year-old boy live in Canoga Park and expect an 
addition to their family in April. Daughter Vickie, her hus
band, and 4-year-old son have moved from the San Fernando 
Valley down the coast to Huntington Beach, where Vickie's 
husband is manager of a stereo warehouse. Signe echoes 
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Doris Day when she sums up their plans with "Que Sera 
Sera." That probably is appropriate for all five of our retirees. 

TWO YOUNG WESTERNERS had the thrill of a lifetime when 
they were among those who marched in President Richard 
Nixon's Inaugural Parade in Washington, D.C., on January 
20. Vicki Bryant, daughter of Supervisor R. K. (Ken) Bryant 
and wife Virgie, and Shelley Dingman, daughter of Senior 
Vice President Howard Dingman and wife Christine, partici
pated in the parade with their drill team, the Markettes, from 
Houston's Memorial High School. Vicki, drum major for the 
group, is a senior; and Shelley is a sophomore. Shelley is the 
second of the Dingmans' daughters to be a member of the 
Markettes; Terri, now in college, was also in the group during 
her high school days. 

The drill team, with more than 100 members, and the 150-
member Mustang band received their invitation to march in 
the parade directly from the White House. They left on Jan
uary 18 for Washington aboard two chartered jets with sev
eral chaperones, including Ken and Virgie Bryant, a doctor, 
a nurse, and school officials and sponsors. During their stay 
they toured the Capitol area buildings; visited Annapolis, 
Maryland, site of the U.S. Naval Academy; and saw most of 
Washington's historical sites. On Saturday, January 20, they 
marched the Ph miles down Pennsylvania Avenue in the 
parade. The group returned to Houston on January 21. 

Vicki and Shelley, as are the other Markettes, were chosen 
for the drill team on the basis of rhythm, poise, performance, 
and character. They must also maintain a B average in their 
school work. 

The group performs precision drills with the band, using 
flags, pompons, hoops, tamborines, umbrellas, batons, and 
rifles . Noted for their outstanding precision in their routines, 
the Markettes also excel in military, jazz, and high kick 
maneuvers. 

LEAVING SUNNY California in early September, the Western 
United States and Alaska office moved to Denver, Colorado, 
with just the PROFILE office remaining to hold forth in the city 
of Los Angeles (Sherman Oaks, a suburb). Manager H. F. 
(Murph) Murphree, wife Florence, and son Tommy led the 
move, with Secretary Darla Garman and daughter Diandre 
following in a few days. In true "doodlebug" fashion the 
climate of Denver changed drastically with these new arrivals, 
and the city promptly had the worst snowstorms and coldest 
weather that it has had in 50 years! 

Murph and Darla joined Rocky Mountain Supervisor Nolen 
Webb in already crowded conditions at the Midland Savings 
building, playing "musical offices" as needed . Party V-4 Senior 
Party Chief Richard F. (Dick) Ames and Seismologist Robert 
(Bob) Williams were located in separate facilities in the Cherry 
Creek area of Denver. By the end of September everyone was 
adjusting to the new surroundings-and some unfinished con
ditions-in the newly-built Writer's Tower Building in south
eastern Denver, where space for all had been contracted for in 
the summer. 

October and November additions to the ever-expanding 
Denver office included Field Equipment Supervisor Thomas 
G. (Tom) Sergeant, who mans the shop and helps keep field 
equipment in smooth operational order; Computer-Clerk Steve 
Cymbala, who aids the interpretative staff; Instrument Super
visor Harry Hebberd, who heads up instrumentation with the 
help of Instrument Supervisor Leonard Hoyt; and Field Clerk 
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The move of the Western United States and Alaska office from Los 
Angeles to Denver was celebrated with a combined Open House and 
Christmas party, held at Manager H. F. Murphree's home. Present 
to welcome the new Denverites were many Westerners and clients. 
Shown on these two pages are some of those in attendance . The 
names are from the left. 1. Westerners Bonnie and Bob Williams. 
2. Dick Knittle (Texaco) and his wife and Bob Williams. 3. Host 
H. F. Murphree, Corl Coin (Amoco), Hostess Florence Murphree, and 
Mrs. Carl Cain. 4. Westerners Tom Sergeant and Dario Gorman. 5. 
Clara Beth Lambrecht (Texaco), Rosemary Mogck (Mobil I, Betty 
Tait (Mobil), and Trudy Field (Mobil! . 6. John Freeburg (Cities 
Service), H. F. Murphree, Art Field (Mobil!, Gerry Tait I Mobil I, 
and Tom Sergeant. 7 . Dick Meek I Humble I, Gordon Langston 
(Shell!, Florence Murphree, and Supervisor Nolen Webb. 8. Moe 
Mogck I Mob ill, Beryl Miller, Jock Zahn I Oceanic! , and Florence 
Murphree. 9 . Bob Allyn I Phillips I and Beryl Miller. 10. Bill 
Waltz I Phillips), Mrs. Bob Guipre I Phillips I, and Mrs. Bob Allyn. 
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Rey Abarquez, who is learning all he can about interpretation 
while awaiting reactivation of Party V-4. 

After we got through the settling-in process, a combined 
Open House and Christmas party was held at the Murphree 
home on December 16. Approximately 85 Westerners, clients, 
and friends gathered to celebrate our arrival in Denver and to 
ring in the holiday season. Also at the party were some of our 
California clients who had also moved to Denver and who had 
attended Murph's Christmas party in Woodland Hills, Cali
fornia, last year. We understand that some people had a bit of 
difficulty finding Murph's home in a new section of Denver; 
but, with the aid of maps, everyone finally arrived . 

We were happy to welcome and entertain Houston Secretary 
Beryl Miller, who was on a vacation trip to Denver. We think 
that she was very lucky to be in town for the party! The 
Murphrees' oldest son , David, was also here for the holidays 
-however, not in time for the party. Dave will graduate from 
Harvard Law School in June.-Darla Garman. 

A THIRD SAFETY DINNER. On October 6, 1972, Party 32 
qualified for its third Safety Dinner. This made three years 
out of fi ve that we have qualified . We had our dinner on 
December 8 at the Holiday Inn in Bryan, Texas. 

Safety Engineer Chet Hale presented the following with 
their third consecutive individual Safety Awards: Permit 
Agent Gilbert Few, Surveyor Charles Edwards, Helpers Earl 
McRainey and Harold Jordan, Driller Percy Gibbs, Party 
Manager G . B. (Barney) Totten, and Shooter Nuel Putnam. 
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Party 32 crew members and guests are in Bryan, Texas, for their 
Safety Dinner. From the left are: Mrs. Charles Edwards (lower 
left cornerl, an unidentified guest of Richard Ramirez, Helper 
Richard Ramirez , Party Manager G. B. Totten, Billie Gibbs, Driller 
Percy Gibbs, Permit Agent Gilbert Few, Helper Roy Villalpando 
(opposite Mrs. Edwards I, and Mrs. Mike Gallardo. This was the 
third year out of five that Party 32 had qualified for a dinner. 

At Party 32's Safety Dinner in Texas are recipients of third-year 
Safety Awards, from the left: Surveyor Charles Edwards, Helpe.r 
Harold Jordan, Party Manager G. B. Totten, Driller Percy Gibbs, 
Helper Earl McRainey, and Permit Agent Gilbert Few. Also receiving 
a three-year Safety Award was Shooter Nuel Putnam, not shown. 

The following week Western presented Nuel with a gold 
Accutron watch for his 30 years of loyalty and hard work. 
Nuel retired at year's end and will surely be missed by all of 
us. Our client uses Nuel's surname, PUTNAM, for its letter 
code insertion into its digital computer system as an identifier 
that the energy source is dynamite; so Nuel is not leaving us 
completely. He will be around in thought as long as Party 32 
continues to operate. Good luck, "Put"; and if there ever was 
a shooter first class, we reckon you are it!-G. B. Totten. 

GREETINGS from Egypt! Party V-20 is still going strong in 
Cairo. At the time of this writing everyone is enjoying the 
holiday season and preparing for the New Year-for some 
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of us our fourth in Egypt. Most of the members of the crew 
and their families are spending Christmas out of the country, 
but we expect them all back in time to welcome in 1973 with 
us. 

Resident Supervisor John Mathewson, wife Joan, and sons 
John and Eric have rented a chalet in the mountains of 
Lebanon, where they are enjoying their favorite sport, skiing, 
and a real white Christmas in the snow. Observer Garry Neis 
and wife Wendy are living it up on the beautiful island of 
Cyprus. Observer Chris Baker and wife Sheila traveled to 
their homeland, England, to spend Christmas with their rela
tives. Driller-Mechanic Paride Fontana also went to his home, 
in Italy, to be with his family. Surveyor Del LeTourneau and 
Assistant Party Manager Dave Arndt are having a single men's 
holiday in Beirut, Lebanon; and when they get tired of the 
girls there, they plan to travel on to Bahrain to visit more 

The fo rmer Oma ima Assem, ass istant accounta nt in Western's Cairo 
office, and husband Abde l Aziz El Hariry were ma rri ed in Cairo. 
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Tyler Scott Delorme, first child for Vibrator 
Mechanic Lyall Delorme and wife Connie, was 
born on June 8 , 1972. He weighed 7 pounds. 

single friends . Vibrator Operator Joe Micallef is spending the 
holidays with his family in Malta. 

Holding the fort in Cairo are Party Manager Ron Bakke, 
with wife Nedra and daughter Dayna, and Vibrator Techni
cian Roger Coker and Digital Equipment Engineer Dave 
Noble. We enjoyed a mouth-watering Christmas dinner at the 
Bakke home, including an American turkey and a Danish 
ham (gifts from Santa!). Special guests were the parents of 
Ron Bakke, who traveled all the way from Montana to be 
with us. 

The crew has seen a few changes since summer. Digital 
Technician Volker Vagt has gone to Algeria and been re
placed by Dave Noble. Also departing for Algeria was Ex
peditor C. L. (Buck) Stevenson, and Dave Arndt took over 
for him here in Cairo. We were all sorry to say goodby to 
Connie Coker and the four Coker girls . They returned to 
Texas in August in order to enroll Shirley, the oldest Coker 
daughter, in high school in the States for her senior year. 
Roger remained here and, needless to say, is counting the days 
until he can join them. With the loss of one wife, we have 
gained another. Observer Garry Neis returned from his vaca
tion in Canada in September with his bride, Wendy. We were 
all happy to welcome her to the crew. We have also gained a 
husband; Assistant Accountant Omaima Assem, who works 
in the Party V-20 office, was married to Abdel Aziz El Hariry 
here in Cairo. A graduate in chemical engineering, the groom 
is currently serving in the army. 

The members and families of Party V-20 would like to 
extend our best wishes to all Westerners and hope that the 
New Year will be as good to you as this one has been to us.
Nedra Bakke. 

(Since Nedra reported, Joan Mathewson's father passed 
away in Florida. On behalf of all Westerners, we extend sym
pathy to Joan and her family.-Ed.) 
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WHAT DO YOU DO IN THE RAIN? Party 8 has a barbecue! 
On October 9 we had a fine social in back of our office. 
Chicken and spareribs were expertly prepared by Driller
Mechanic Eildon Finkbeiner and wife Elsie, who were ably 
assisted by Party Manager Stewart Mitchell and wife Anita. 
Operating the can-opener-for soft drinks, of course-was 
Permit Agent C. A. (John) Hesser. 

Thoughtful Elsie fetched her color television set so that the 
World Series game would not be missed. As the evening grew 

Top-Helper Dale Terry (from the leftl, Erik Johnson, Ronnie Johnson, Observer John Johnson, Mary Lou Johnson, and Gary Terry feast on 
barbecued ribs and chicken at the Party 8 gathering in Woodland, California. Left-Elsie Finkbeiner and Peggy Bergsrud help prepare the 
food. Right--Cooking food are, from the left, Anita Mitchell, Driller-Mechanic Eildon Finkbeiner, and Party Manager Stewart Mitchell. 
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Left-Gloria Williams (from the left), Driller-Mechanic Eildon Finkbeiner, Driller Rod Lund, Chief Observer Cal Williams, and Driller
Mechanic Glenn Murray appear to be sharing a joke at the Party 8 and Party V-22 Halloween get-together in Woodland, California. Right
Judging the pumpkin-carving contest at the Halloween party in Woodland are, from the left, Ruth Hesser, Adeline Tackett, and Ida Smith. 
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Michael Bergsrud, son of Drille r Wes ley Bergsrud and wife Peggy, 
bobs for apples at the Party 8 and Party V-22 Halloween party. 

cool and windy, Driller Wesley Bergsrud and wife Peggy, of 
Party V-22, came to the rescue with coats and parkas. Yes, 
folks, this is the Woodland, California, crew. The picnic was 
well attended and was enjoyed by all. 

Two weeks later Party 8 held a Halloween pot-luck dinner 
at the Woodland fairgrounds. Members of Party V-22, out of 
West Sacramento, also attended . A door prize given for the 
best costume was won by Gloria (Mrs. Cal) Williams, with 
her Mexican poncho and big sombrero--complete with a 
"Pancho Villa" mustache. On entering a store en route to the 
party, she was surprised to see someone dressed identically 
to her. (He was not in costume!) 

Apple dunking and a pumpkin-carving contest netted prizes 
for children. Judges for the pumpkin carving were Ida (Mrs. 
Kermit) Smith, Ruth (Mrs. John) Hesser, and Adeline (Mrs. 
Bill) Tackett. Everyone enjoyed good food, friends, and danc
ing. Surveyor Bill Tackett surprised many with his prowess on 
the dance floor. 

Regretfully we say goodby to Ruth and 19-year Western 
veteran John Hesser, who retired on December 15 to make 
their home in Louisiana. We wish them all of the best in their 
next venture, which will be farming in John's hometown of 
Mansfield. A coffee was held at Anita Mitchell's home on 
December 8 to wish Ruth a bon voyage. We welcomed back 
Kermit and Ida Smith and the Wesley Bergsrud, Glenn Mur
ray, and Mac Whaley families, and Bill Mitchell and Huey 
Butler, who have returned to Party 8 from Party V-22-
Anita Mitchell and Mary Lou Johnson. 

ENTERING St. Edwards University, Austin , Texas, in January 
1973 was Karen Priester, daughter of London Office Manager 
Willie C. Priester. Karen, who plans to obtain a pre-medical 
degree, graduated from Marymount International School in 
Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey, England, in June 1972. She 
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Karen Priester, daughter of London Office Manager Willie. 
Priester, entered St. Edwards University, Austin, Texas, in 
January. She is pictured for her high school graduation. 

worked as vacation and holiday relief keypunch operator for 
the London digital center and full-time from July to Decem
ber before leaving for the States to enter the University. 

IN AUSTRA LIA Christmas time is summertime; so the Christ
mas party for 1972 was, we all agreed, to be different. Thus, 
on Thursday, December 14, Westerners, wives, husbands, and 
friends boarded an old river ferry , appropriately called the 
S.S. Perth. There was dancing to a five-piece band on the upper 
deck, and refreshments were provided on the lower deck. 

Fortunately, the temperature had dropped from the pre
vious week's recording in the high 90's to a cool 75° when at 
8 P.M. orders were given to cast off. The party quickly got into 
full swing as we cruised the Swan River. At 9 :30 P .M. we 
stopped at Point Walter, a nearby beach, for a "cook-it-your
self" barbecue. Then it was on board once again to cruise the 
river until we disembarked at midnight.-Lesley Smith. 
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Westerners in Perth, Australia, celebrated the 
Christmas season with a trip on an old river 
ferry and a barbecue . These photos show that 
everyone attending appeared to be enjoying 
the party. The identifications are from the left. 
1. Playback Shift Leader Tim Leighton and 
unidentified dancers. 2 Trainee Analyst Steve 
Pickering and Christine Anderson. 3 . Play
back Operator Eugene Formato, Susan Down, 
Playback Manager Warwick Fenner, Secretary 
Lesley Smith, Playback Operator Terry Down 
I behind group, just visible), Playback Shift 
Leader Malcolm Webb, and Trainee Draftswoman 
Michelle Chipchase and husband Sid. 4 . Ana
lyst John Bishop. 5. Computer Operator Ian 
Westcott, Carla Carniel, and Chief Draftsman 
Steve Malin. 6. Draftsman Cesar Lagos and 
Ruth Brunner. 7. Party Manager Mike King and 
wife Christine. 8. Librarian Geoff Leary. 
9. Foreground: Trainee Analyst Steve Hinch
cliffe and girlfriend Pat and Trainee Analyst 
Les Anderson, background: Keypunch Opera
tors Trist Garnett and Barbara Ockelford and 
Barbara's husband Kenneth. 10. Analyst Soule 
Mellette and wife Mary. 11. Instrument Su
pervisor Martin Wiltshire and wife Stephanie, 
Pam Bishop, and Production Manager Jim Hall. 
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THE GALVESTON LAB lost a total of 123 years of Western 
experience with the retirement of four employees in December 
I 972. At a get-together on December 15 in the testing depart
ment of the lab, a retirement cake was presented, honoring 

Paul Biggs, R. T. (Bing) Crosby, Floyd (Pogen) Davis, and 
Ben Niehenke. In addition to the cake, the honorees received 
gifts that we thought might be meaningful to them. 

Paul, who was with Western 17 years, was given a very old 
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Top-At a get-together held in the Galveston lab to honor four retirees on December 15 this beautiful cake was presented to them. Above 
left--Getting ready for the gift-opening are, from the left, Assistant General Manager John C. Mollere; Field Equipment Supervisor R. 
T. IBingl Crosby, retiree; Mechanical Prototype Engineer Paul Biggs, retiree; General Manager Robert R. Rector; Mechanic Floyd IPogenl 
Davis, retiree; and Instrument Supervisor Ben Niehenke, retiree. Above right--Robert Rector (left! watches the retirees open their gag 
gifts. Getting a laugh at the humorous gifts are the retirees, from the left: Bing, Paul I partly visible behind Bing I , Floyd, and Ben. 
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chuck wrench and an old, burned end mill, which he had 
used many times in the machine shop. For Bing, who had 38 
years of service, we chose on old (published in 1946) brochure 
that contained his picture on the Western Model 1000 drill. 
Pogen, with Western for 30 years, received-well, his gift had 
to be cleaned and painted even to be presented-a broken
down drill bit. Ben Niehenke, another 38-year Westerner, 
beamed with pleasure as he opened his present, a "junked" 
ga lvo block! 

The Galveston lab, as well as Western Geophysical, will 
certainly miss all of these "senior" employees.- Susan Burr. 

TWO NEWCOMERS to the Western family, and to Party 78 in 
particular, made their appearances during the fall. Born Oc
tober 4 to Assistant Co-ordinator Victor Finkley and wife 
Barbara was a son, Zane Ray, who weighed 8 pounds 6 ounces. 
The F inkley's first child, Zane was born in Grenada, Missis
sippi. 

Gun Operator Leo Delahoussey and wife Genevieve wel
comed their fourth child, and first son, on November 4. Leo 
Terrel, who weighed 8 pounds 4 ounces, joins sisters Alice, 
18; Connie, 15; and Lisa, 3lh. 

Both Victor and Leo were at sea with Party 78 when the 
babies arrived.-Claude Dooley. 

WESTERN acted as host for the October 20 and 21 committee 
meeting of the National Academy of Sciences panel on Strong
Motion Seismology. The nine men who comprise the panel, of 
which Senior Vice President Carl Savit is a member, are 
among the foremost authorities in the world on strong-motion 
seismology. One of the primary functions is to formulate ap
propriate recommendations for program guidance in amelior
ating earthquake hazards. 

Carl has also been elected president of the International 
Association of Geophysical Contractors (IAGC), a Houston
based organization, which was formed in 197 l. Western is a 
member of the IAGC.-Linda Hauser. 

GRANDCHILDREN for Instrument Supervisor Ben Niehenke, 
recently retired, and wife Leona seem to arrive around the 
time of Niehenke moves. Kimberly Ann, daughter of Margot 
and Tom Barron, arrived January 1, 1970, shortly after her 
grandparents had moved from Los Angeles to Galveston. 
Then a month before Ben retired and moved back to Los 
Angeles, Kristina Lynne Barron was born, on November 16, 
1972. Both Ben and Leona are enjoying the lively 3-year-old 
Kim and baby Kristi and are happy to be close by to watch 
them grow. 

THE SON of Westerners Ben and Barbara Thigpen, Travis 
LaGrone, was married November 24 to the former Miss Karen 
Ritter. Ben is manager-digital systems in Houston . The setting 
for the double-ring ceremony was the University of Houston 
chapel. The bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ritter, are 
also from Houston. 

After a brief honeymoon the couple returned to their 
studies at the University of Houston. Travis is a senior, work
ing toward a degree in business administration, with a major 
in behavioral management science. He plans to graduate this 
summer. Karen is a sophomore and plans to take her degree 
in sociology. 
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Married November 24 in Houston were the former Miss Karen Ritter 
a nd Travis La Grone, son of Weste rners Ben an d Barba ro Thigpen . 

THE BIG NI GHT in Houston that everyone had been looking 
forward to was December 9, the date of the Houston office 
fifth annual Christmas party, held at the Marriott Motor Hotel. 
We were very happy this year also to have D igital Data Sy3-
tems join us for the party. 

The room was attractively decorated with a bright red table
cloth and a large, wrought-iron candlestick and a glowing 
white candle on each table. Assisting at the door with tickets 
and registration were Jill Gibson, Alleen Jones, and Debbie 
Schmidt. As Westerners came through the door, they deposited 
their ticket stubs in a big, red fur stocking in hopes that later 
their names might be drawn for a door prize. Old acquain
tances were renewed and new ones made during the first hour, 
as approximately 330 people gathered to have a good time. 
"The Radiant Set" provided lively music that put everyone in 
the party spirit to go along with the festive clothes that were 
worn! Lines began to form in full force as the hearty buffet 
was served, which featured succulent roast beef with all of the 
trimmings. This year, as always, the buffet was the big hit of 
the evening. 

Vice President James W. (Jim) Hornsby was the fine master 
of ceremonies for the program. He asked Margarite Edstrom 
to come up and assist him in giving out prizes. First, they dug 
deep into the red fur stocking; and the lucky door prize win
ners were Jim Dees, who won a bottle of champagne, and 
Marsha Tweed, who won a "Yard of Cheese That Is Sure To 
Please"! 

The judges who had been quietly roaming around seeking 
winners for special prizes were Ron Chambers, Maria Cavazos, 
and Doug Demshar. The winners were: Best Male Dancer, 
Bill Balla; Best Female Dancer, Corlene (Mrs. Don) Blue; 
Most Festive Lady, Barbara (Mrs. Haynie) Stringer; Most 
Festive Man, Jim Robinson; Most Mod Dressed, Don Ybarbo; 
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Starting the holiday festivities, the Houston office Christmas 
party was held on December 9. On these pages are some of the 
more than 300 people who attended. Identifications are from 
the left. 1. Bob Haase and Linda Hauser. 2. Becky Jordan 
and Houston Digital Center Manager Jimmy Jordan . 3 . Jack 
and Margarite Edstrom. 4. Barbara Stringer, the Most Festive 
Lady. In the background are Margie Kay Russell, John Russell , 
and Diane Dingman. 5 . Manager of Data Interpretation Acri de 
Jong, Executive Assistant to the President Margaret Hale, and 
Margaret de Jong . 6 . Martha Pack and her husband, Supervisor 
Bruce Pack, and Jeri I Mrs . Tom l Pack. 7 . Vice President Jim 
Hornsby and wife Jane and Marine Transport Division Manager 
Robert Nicholls and wife Catherine and, in the foreground, Marie 
Cavazos and Ernie Garza. 8. Monroe Taylor and wife Viette . 
9. Bob Morris receives a special award. 10. Vice President 
Jim Hornsby and Personnel Assistant Margarite Edstrom. 11. 
Marie Cavazos and Ernie Garza . 12 . Vice President Carl Savi! 
and wife Sandy, President Booth B. Strange and wife Laura, and 
Virgie I Mrs. Ken l Bryant. 13 . Joan Matthews and Don Bailey. 
14. Bill Adams and wife Sue, Jackie (Mrs. Walter! West, and 
Don Clark and wife Anita. 15. Margaret deJong, Vice Pres
ident Howard Dingman and wife Christine (standing l , Florence 
I Mrs. Neall Cramer, and Controller John Russell I standing) . 
16. The Couple Having the Most Fun, David Inkster and Carmita 
Magee. 17. Debbie Schmidt and Doug Demshire. 1 8. Fred 
Merten and wife Bertha. 19. Most Festive Man Jim Robinson . 



and the Couple Having the Most Fun, Carmita Magee and 
David Inkster. 

Special awards were then given. The Most "Moving" Wife 
(the wife who has made the most moves with her "doodle
bugging" husband) was Carolyn (Mrs. Loren) Harsh, with 86 
moves, who won a World Traveler chest of cheese; coming in 
second was Virgie (Mrs. Ken) Bryant, with 76 moves, who won 
a box of miniature fruit cakes. The Most Pregnant Woman, 
Carma (Mrs. Mike) Evans, won a huge rubber pacifier. (Their 
baby boy was born on December 27!) Bob Morris was given 
a very large paint brush and a miniature bottle of paint as a 
small token of our appreciation for the numerous art projects 
that he contributes to the benefit of all of us, and Julie Hol
combe received a wine-making kit in commemoration of 
Digital Data Systems joining us this year for our Christmas 
party. Bill Rosser was presented with an enormous beer bottle 
(Sorry, but it was empty!) to help him survive his new work in 
the Putumayo River area in Colombia, South America. Robert 
Rector, manager of the Galveston laboratory, presented Jim 
Hornsby with a toy computer that he could use if his big, new 
370 computer should ever be out of order! 

Following the presentations, President Booth B. Strange 
extended his best wishes to all Westerners and their families 
for the Christmas holiday season and gave a special welcome 
to all personnel who had joined Western in the last year. He 
had each of these people who were in attendance stand and 
be recognized. President Strange also expressed his apprecia
tion to all Westerners for their part in making calendar year 
1972 another record year in the history of Western. 

Birthday celebrators at this year's party were Lolita (Mrs. 
E. J.) Mateker and Lee (Mrs. Bill) Rosser. The band played 
"Happy Birthday," and everyone sang to them. It was also 
the 18th anniversary of Dr. Mateker and wife Lolita, and 
"Happy Anniversary" was played and sung to them. 

Special thanks goes to Clif Phillips and his staff for a most 
enjoyable Christmas party and to Debbie Schmidt for selling 
the most tickets to the dance. The next Christmas party is 
already scheduled for Saturday, December 8, 1973; so make 
plans to attend now, and do not say we did not tell you in time! 
See you there!- Margarite Edstrom. 

Above-Vice President C. W. IChicl Nicholls contemplates 
the procee dings after his b irthday party in the Singapore 
office on November 24. Below-Chic (center) tries out one 
of his gifts, a new lighter. Vice President Neal Cramer, 
visiting from Houston, and Secretary Jill Musgrove wakh. 
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MANY OF YOU may have wondered if the Singapore office is 
still in existence-this is to assure you that, yes, we are still 
here! We would like to apologize to the Editor for answering 
her Windstrip requests with "Return to sender, address un
known." Somewhere along the line she managed to smuggle
into Singapore her latest "epic" of persuasion; so let us tell you 
about our most recent events of importance! 

When we found out that November 24 was our own Vice 
President C. W. (Chic) Nicholls' birthday, we started making 
plans to mark the occasion appropriately. We invited Senior 
Vice President Neal Cramer of Houston, who accepted; the 
fact that he was attending a reception for the Western Islander 
and government officials in Rangoon, Burma, had nothing to 
do with it- we were sure that he would have come, anyway! 
Party Chief H . A. Van Buskirk, our man in Djakarta, and 
wife Marge also were here. Van is very proud of the fact that 
after nearly four years in Indonesia he now knows 14 words 
in Malay. If you ask him, he will tell you that they are all 
connected with arranging permits and licenses; but those who 
know him will tell you that they are really the 14 clubs in a 
golf set. At the party Chic was presented with a suitably in
scribed silver goblet, appropriate speeches were made, and a 
cake was enjoyed. 

Singapore has seen some changes since we last reported. 
Supervisor Chester D . Smith and his family have moved back 
to the States, and we wish them luck and happiness there. We 
would like to warn the Houston office decorators not to put 
carpets under Chester's desk as he has a habit of wearing his 
golf shoes to work, which wears holes in the carpet! The large 
hole under his desk in Singapore has claimed Field Supervisor 
Grover Graham. 

Marine Supervisor Crawford Rushing and wife Dolores 
have gone to London, via Houston; and Party Manager Mike 
King and family are in Perth, Australia, after taking a well
earned vacation. 

Three new babies have added numbers to the Singapore 
flock. Digital Equipment Supervisor Guy Hancock and wife 
Helen are parents of a baby boy, David Guy; Navigation In
struments Supervisor John Sheffer and wife Ellie also have a 
boy, named John Maurice; and Observer Paul Hellier and 
wife Stella have a girl, Tamsin Andrea Mary. 

Do not forget to look us up when you are in Singapore; we 
are still here under the same address!-Pau/ J. Hellier. 

MRS . WILLIAM RA INS 

Area Instrument Supervisor John Edel and wife Janet are parents of 
new baby Pamela Clare, held by her sister, Gretchen Eliza beth. 

CONGRATULATIO NS has been the appropriate word around 
the Houston instrument lab these days. Area Instrument Su
pervisor John Edel and wife Janet are the parents of a new 
baby girl, Pamela Clare, born October 5. She weighed 8 
pounds 15 ounces. Pamela joins 3-year-old sister Gretchen 
Elizabeth. One of our bachelors in the lab finally decided to 
tie the knot. Co-ordinator William (Bill) and Patty Rains were 
married November 11 in Shreveport, Louisiana. More con
gratulations go to Bill on receiving his 10-year Service Pin on 
September 11 . We understand that several of his friends helped 
him celebrate the occasion.-Dianne York. 
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'TWAS TWO DAYS before Christmas I In the Western staff 
house I And not a creature could sleep I Not even a mouse! 
That may be bad poetry, but that is the way Christmas began 
for the Western families in Islamabad, Pakistan. 

The holidays were opened with a party given by the single 
men of Parties V-15 and V-16. The turnout was tremendous. 
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Left-Children of Western employees and clients 
in Pakistan watch the magician perform during 
their Christmas party. They are, from the left: 
Jon Miller, Marilyn and Debora Semeliss, Billye 
and Jerri Goodwin, Nancy and Wade Semeliss, and 
Elizabeth and Mathew Dalton. Below-Irma !Mrs. 
Herman) Semeliss serves punch at the children's 
party, which was held at her home. The chil
dren are, from the left: Jamie Webb, Marilyn and 
Debora Semeliss, and Jerri and Billye Goodwin. 

Dinner was served on a beautifully decorated table, and sim
ply to say that the food was delicious seems to be quite an 
understatement. After dinner the dancing began. The floor 
was crowded, the beat was good, and every face reflected with 
fun. The party was a success, to say the least, rewarding the 
time and effort that went into its planning. We wish that you 
all could have been here! 

Christmas, as you know, is for the "wee folk"; and this 
Christmas was one to be remembered by Western's and its 
client's children here in Pakistan. "Their party" was given at 
the home of Supervisor Herman Semeliss and wife Irma. Little 
Westerners attending were the Semeliss children and the chil
dren of Surveyor Edmund Ironside and wife Mary, Chief 
Observer Larry Miller and wife Faye, and Observer William 
Goodwin and wife Linda. Two "Special Guest Stars" made 
appearances during the party. The first was Mr. Marvelous 
the Magician, with his magic hat, magic wand, and magic 
words. His performance, if rated exclusively on the gay sound 
of children's laughter and the delighted squeals of wonder and 
surprise, would have to be considered superior. The peak of 
the show came when Mr. Marvelous burned a five-rupee note, 
belonging to Jon Miller, before the wide eyes of the children 
and produced the very same bill from an unbroken eggshell. 
Next to make his appearance was jolly old Saint Nicholas, 
who "crashed" the party with a flourish of red, white, and 
jingle bells, accented by several hearty "Ho-Ho-Ho's." He then 
proceeded to seat himself and distribute his bag of "goodies." 
Santa was a little early, but no one objected. When his sack 
was empty, he left as he had appeared; but just before he left, 
he told this reporter that, "due to his rather overcrowded 
schedule," Dwain Clapsaddle, son of Party Manager D arrell, 
would be making the rounds for him in Pakistan that evening. 
Santa had gone, the gifts had been opened, and the excitement 
had subsided; so it was time to eat. Punch, cookies, and cake 
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were served by Irma Semeliss, organizer, expeditor, and 
hostess, to whom a very special "well done" should be ex
tended. To the delight of the children, there was a wild, rip
snortin', shoot-em up, cowboys and Indians movie, shown by 
Herman, acting as chief projectionist, and narrated by Dwain. 
This brought to a close a Christmas party that, we are sure, 
will be remembered by all who attended, including this re
porter; that was a darn good "shoot-em up Western." 

December 29 found almost everyone well rested and ready 
for the "official" Western Christmas party, and here another 
"well done" is very much in order, to the wives who organized 
and decorated for it. They include Irma Semeliss, Mary Jane 
(Mrs. Max) Stewart, Faye Miller, Ruzica (Mrs. Jim) Brogden, 
Grace (Mrs. Ralph) Knapp, Barbara (Mrs. Lin) Hebberd, 
Linda Goodwin, Joan (Mrs. Darrell) Clapsaddle, and Mary 
Ironside. The party was held at the Islamabad Country Club, 
which was beautifully decorated for the event. Our client's 
personnel attended as the guests of Western. The outstanding 
entertainment was a six-member group known as "The Last 
Chapter," and they really knew how to perform. Dinner con
sisted of a choice of six main dishes, with all of the trimmings, 
laid out buffet-style and highlighted by candlelight. Dancing 
could have been considered the "main event." Have you ever 
tried dancing for six hours, practically non-stop? Almost 

Linda !Mrs. William! Goodwin accepts a gift from Santa !Dwain 
Clapsaddle) for daughter Theresa Lynn, latest addition to Paki
stan's "Western family." Looking on are, from the left: Jerri 
and Billye Goodwin, Phillip Webb, and Wade and Debora Semeliss. 

everyone here did that night. We could not stop if we had 
wanted to; the band was too good and the company too won
derful. All in all, this party was an overwhelming success; but, 
whenever you add good people, good music, and good food, 
how can you fail?-William Goodwin. 
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Celebrating Assistant Supervisor Russ Kaminsky's birthday, and 
Halloween too, on October 31 are, from the left, Velma Crosby, 
Russ, and Field Equipment Supervisor R. T. I Bing I Crosby at 
the Kaminsky home. Russ' wife Bonnie had the cake decorated 
with a witch gazing into a crystal ball (perhaps to find out 
where Russ' travels will take him next?) and an oil well in 
the distance. Working out of the Houston lab, Russ has been 
traveling a lot in the past two years, to Canada, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, California, and around Texas; so he and his wife 
were happy that he was home for this year's birthday party. 

THE MILAN DIGITAL CENTER'S 1972 Christmas party was 
marked not only by the toasting of auguri in spumante and 
the consumption of generous slices of panettone but by the 
awarding of 5-Year Service Pins to Mariolina Chiabotto and 
Gianni Stella, the first of all the local employees of the center 
to complete five years of service. 

During the five years that the center has been in operation, 
"natural" processing has taken place, in addition to the digital 
variety. Gianna di Pasquale, Enzo Grasso, and Rino Tizzoni 
have joined the matrimonial procession, following the exam
ples set by Gianni Stella, Gianfranco De Rosa, Giampiero 
Ronchitelli, Gianfranco Quaggia, Roshan Derwish Ali, and 
Linda Beard. We have also celebrated the arrivals of Tommaso 
Stella, Vincenzo De Rosa, Aurix Davide Ronchitelli, and 
Christian Quaggia. Analyst Andy McLean and Set-up Man 
Roberto Ferrari set up "mergers" between Western Ricerche 
Geofisiche and Western Geophysical of America by marrying, 
respectively, Keypunch Operator Teresa Peroni and Junior 
Programmer Shirley Munday. 

In late October a bowling league was organized for the 
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Left-The first of the local em
ployees of the Milan dig ital cen
ter to receive a 5-Year Service 
Pin are Chief Draftsman Gianni 
Stella and Draftswoman Mario lina 
Chiabotto, who congratulate each 
other after the presentation of 
the pins at the center' s Christ
mas party. Below-Milan digital 
center personnel en joy the party. 
Bottom-At the party a toast was 
made by the light of the candles 
on the Christmas tree decorated 
with punch cards and print-out. 
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Left-The first of the local em
ployees of the Milan dig ital cen
ter to receive a 5-Year Service 
Pin are Chief Draftsman Gianni 
Stella and Draftswoman Mariolina 
Chiabotto, who congratulate each 
other after the presentation of 
the pins at the center's Christ
mas party. Below-Milan digital 
center personnel enjoy the party. 
Bottom-At the party a toast was 
made by the light of the candles 
on the Christmas tree decorated 
with punch cards and print-out . 

A group of holida y celeb rants gathers for the photographer during the Milan digita l cente r Christmas party. They are, from the left: 
Maurizio Leon i, Damia no Pisano, Mrs. Gianna De Pa squa le, Linda Beard Zucchinelli, Ma rio lina Chiabotto, Pa trick Tainan, Rosy Renne, 
Piero Dondarini, Maria rosa Bonini, Tony Dawlearn, Vittorio Pasini, Roshanally Derwish Ali, Graziella Bruschina , and Shirley Munday Ferrari. 

digital center personnel by Party Chief Ron Walton and wife 
Pat and Computer Operator Bob Jones. Thirteen teams were 
selected from the 39 members who signed up for the first 
meeting. After two handicap meetings, competition play be
gan. Bowling soon became the coffee break conversation, with 
joking or boasting of personal and team superiority. Although 
bowling is a relatively new sport to Italy (there are three bowl
ing centers in Milan, ten in all of Italy), the beginners quickly 
acquired the skill necessary for high scoring strikes and spares. 
As of December 20 Roshan Ali's team, the Tigers, is in first 
place with 57 points and a total of 13,812 pins. Geophysical 
Analyst Tony Dawlearn's Wetbacks are in second place, and 
Geophysical Analyst Vittorio Pasini's Alligators are running 
third. With the final competition still more than a month away, 
the other ten teams still are trying for a place among the top 
three. High scratch games worthy of mention were posted by 
Tony Dawlearn with a 236 single and a 675 series. Pat Walton 
leads the female bowlers at the present time with a high single 
game of 164.-Vittorio Pasini. (Photos by Roberto Ferrari.) 

THE FIRST and very successful Christmas party for the Gal
veston lab was held on December 16 in the lovely circular 
pavilion of Galveston's Seahorse Club overlooking the Gulf 
of Mexico. The lively crowd enjoyed an evening that was 
highlighted by a delicious buffet; festive dress and decora
tions; a true "up-town" band, "Baccus," from Dallas; and the 
presentation of special awards to many unsuspecting recip
ients. 

The busy planning committee deserves special thanks for a 
job well done. Secretaries Susan Burr and Marie Hitchcock, 
Lab General Manager Robert Rector, Mechanical Assembler 
James Wells, Clerk Carole Barrera, Machinist Jack Graham, 
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Radio Technician Doyle Champion, and Clerk Typist Sharon 
Deats were the members. Their organization, enthusiasm, and 
interest sparked the wonderful turnout and a fun evening for 
all. 

Attending the event were 130 people from the lab and many 
of our friends from the Houston office. We were delighted to 
welcome Margaret Hale, the E. J. (Buck) Matekers, the Neal 
Cramers, the Ben Thigpens, the Jack Litchenbergs, and the 
Chet Hales to the festivities. 

Despite the very chilly weather, the mood was warm; and 
we all visited, danced, and swung-out a bit. Towards 11 P.M. 
Rob Rector welcomed everyone, made a few timely remarks, 
and began the presentation of awards. These were given to the 
deserving for accomplishments and spoofs throughout the year 
and during the party. 

There were many persons attending who were the Life of 
the Party; but the one who was having the best time of all was 
Anne Liberty, wife of Machine Shop Supervisor W. D . (Bill) 
Liberty. Receptionist and PBX Operator Beverly Enge re
ceived a Lilly Tomlin "Ernestine" record for giving a speedy 
course in proper telephone etiquette and also won the award 
for the ladies' Gayest Garb. The award for the men's Gayest 
Garb, chosen from several colorful holiday outfits, went to 
Stock Leadman W. S. (Buddy) Barringer. Well-known around 
the sandblast area, he also received a plastic sandbucket and 
shovel to help in its general operation. The award for the Best 
Dancers went to Welder-Mechanic Max Davila and his sister. 
Individual dancers of special note were Debby (Mrs. Max) 
Davila and Carole Barrera. 

An oversized new thumb was awarded to Machinist Jack 
Graham, who bas of late nearly lost his several times. The 
"Partying Award" of giant Atka-Seltzer went to Stockroom 
Supervisor Jim McCray, who barely won over Buck Mateker. 
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The most unusual award went to Assistant General Manager 
John Mollere. He received his former tie encased in a hand
some frame that was made and prepared by Rob Rector. Rob's 
aversion to ties is well known, and he was responsible for 
cutting John's in half at a casual Fourth of July party . Many 
a good laugh and funny joke has come from that "unexpected 
severance." John proudly displays the framed remains in his 
den . 

Chet Hale, Western's saf~ty engineer, was presented with a 
real-life Woody the Woodpecker Doctor's Kit to use in future 
safety courses. Fabrication Shop Supervisor Otis Johnston, 
who was enthusiastically involved in the design and assembly 
of catamaran river boats to be used in Colombia, received a 
toy boat kit of a Chinese junk, with appropriate salutations 
and best wishes. 

By the end of the evening Mechanical Department Manager 
Mack Towns was truly the Beau of the Ball, having his entire 
jacket filled with the nametags of almost everyone at the party. 
He and wife Aletha were really happy as they had just cele
brated their 30th anniversary and the birth of their grand
daughter, Kellie Marie Jana, in Clear Lake City, Texas. 

The drawing for the door prize was the final event. Mechan
ical Assembler Jesse Mills and wife Carolyn were thrilled to 
win "Dinner for Two" at Perusina's Paradise on Galveston 
Bay. As the memorable evening drew to a close, everyone 
agreed that it. had been a truly enjoyable occasion. In fact, 
there were some who continued to enjoy partying well into 
morning on beautiful Galveston Island .- Margie Rector. 

WE IN TH E HOUSTON general office are happy to welcome 
two new secretaries. Shirley Courtney is secretary to Vice 
President V. C. (Vic) Boyd and Supervisors R. K. (Ken) 
Bryant and B. A. (Bill) Rosser; and Pat Greeson is working for 
Data Interpretation Manager Aart deJong, Manager of Oper
ations Charles Dick, and Supervisor Ben L. Langston. 

That traveling gal , Margaret Hale, executive assistant to 
President Booth B. Strange, was at it again this fall! She was 
lucky enough to make a trip that had been in her dreams for 
years, a tour of all of the New England states in October. She 
was able to catch the tremendous array of beautiful fall foliage 
colors at their peak and also enjoyed seeing the quaint villages 
along the New England coast. We predict that this gal will 
become a world traveler yet! 

Recent newlyweds Co-ordinator E. W. (Woody) Clark and 
wife Linda spent Christmas with Woody's family in Morgan 
City, Louisiana. Woody had not been home for Christmas in 
seven years; so they had a big celebration! Other holiday 
travelers were Secretaries Linda Hauser, who flew to Florida 
to visit with her family; Beryl Miller, who flew to Colorado to 
visit with our Denver Westerners, Manager H. F . (Murph) 
Murphree and family and Secretary Darla Garman and daugh
ter Diandre; and Jill Gibson and family who drove to west 
Texas to be with their relatives. 

We were pleased to have an opportunity to become ac
quainted with two of our men in the field . Assistant Party 
Manager Richard Rainwater was in Houston this past summer 
and fall, and, at this writing, is serving on a party in the Re
public of Congo in Africa. Party Manager Don Bailey was in 
Houston this fall and winter and by the time you read this 
should be serving in the area of Australia. 

When the spring rains start, remember, it is not raining 
rain , you know, it is raining violets!-Margarite Edstrom. 
(Since Margarite reported, the father of Houston-based Super
visor Zane H. Baker has passed away. On behalf of all West
erners we extend sympathy to Zane and his family.-Ed.) 
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Christmas time at the Houston office was picture-taking time. On 
these pages are some of the pictures snapped during the holidays. 
Top-Vice President E. J. I Buck) Mateker (from the left), Person
nel Recruiter Clif Phillips, and Manager Jack Desmond are caughl 
by the camera while holding a conference. Above-Corporate Sec· 
retary Richard I Dick) Trippel smiles for the camera in the midst 
of directing the telexes and cables that must go out even during 
holidays. Opposite page: Top left-The personnel records group 
pauses from work for a photo. From the left, standing, are Su· 
pervisor of Records Dick Wallis, Clerk Florence Hering, Personnel 
Director Lee Armond, Secretary Joan Campise, and Accountant Ed 
Wells. Kneeling are Clerk Barbara Wall, Secretary Carmita Magee, 
and Clerk Linda Brummerhop. Top right-The payroll department 
employees also had time for a group photo. From the left, standing, 
are Payroll Supervisor Margie Johnson and Clerks Gertrude Rose, 
Alleen Jones, Sandy Arrington, and Sharon Walker. Kneeling 
are Accounting Supervisor Bob Mason, Accountant Bill Jarnigan, 
and Clerk Eleanor Sebastian. Bottom left-Pausing to wish every· 
one a "Merry Christmas" are, from the left, Personnel Recruiter 
Clif Phillips, Personnel Assistant Margarite Edstrom, Supervisor 
Bruce Pack, and Secretary Jill Gibson. Bottom right-Supervisor 
John Laker !left) and Manager Ben Thigpen discuss holiday plans. 
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Houston and Galveston had sonow in January, the first 
time in 1 0 years that it has snowed in that part of 
the country! Top-In the Houston office parking lot 
Eleonor Sebastian and Gertrude Rose are making snow
balls. Above-An unusual sight for Westerners is the 
front of the office covered with a blanket of snow. 
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THEY SERVE 
Service Anniversaries ... January, February, March 

*Schmidt, W . Clayton 7 YEARS Biondi, Alberto 
hivers, Joe D . Bridges, Etta Jo Blackmon, Carl D. 

*Stevens , Charles F. *Cherniwchan, Metro Bovee, David B. 
*Keeth, Henry C. Cassis, Arnoldo 

18 YEARS Laker, John D . Chan, Bertie Boon Heng 
Phelps, Travis M. Chiu, Charles 

*Morris, Roy I. Shave, David G. *Chow, John T. 
*Spurio, Elio *Shields, Ray *Daniell , Allen 

Teutsch, Arthur E. De Rosa, Lanfranco 

17 YEARS Derwish Ali, Roshanally 

Bratos, Leslie E. 6 YEARS 
Ebbeling, Kenneth 
F razzei, Alberto 

Herrington, L. M. *Anderson, K. Ray Giorgi, Sergio 
Schmidt, Lesley ]. Ashley, Anthony D. Grasso. Vincenzo 
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Finkbeiner, Eildon D . Brown, Pamela W. Illiberi , Leonardo 

*Hudson, Mark N . Burgio, Matteo Johnson, C. Roger 
Di Bernardo, Giuliano Knevitt, David 
Few, Gilbert E. *Lalor, James 

15 YEARS *Fletcher, Gordon *Lucas, Rodney 
Bakke, Ronald D . Gibbs, Percy Lee :Mager, Thorston 
Clarke, M. Marianne Gray, Richard R. *Malara, Maurizio 

*H iggs, Philip Manley, John R. 
*Johnson, Lorne *Marsden, William 

14 YEARS *Legg, William Mateker, Emil J. 
Scott, James R. *Lewington, Kenneth *Milne, Alexander R. 
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13 YEARS 
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•Interrupted Service 


